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ABSTRACT

The cold dark matter (DM) model predicts that every galaxy contains thousands
of DM subhalos; almost all other DM models include a physical process that smooths
away the subhalos. The subhalos are invisible, but could be detected via strong gravi-
tational lensing, if they lie on the line of sight to a multiply-imaged background source,
and perturb its apparent shape. We present a predominantly automated strong lens
analysis framework, and scan for DM subhalos in Hubble Space Telescope imaging
of 54 strong lenses. We identify five DM subhalo candidates, including two especially
compelling candidates (one previously known in SLACS0946+1006) where a subhalo is
favoured after all of our tests for systematics. We find that the detectability of subha-
los depends upon the assumed parametric form for the lens galaxy’s mass distribution,
especially its degree of azimuthal freedom. Using separate components for dark matter
and stellar mass reveals two DM subhalo candidates and removes four false-positives
compared to the single power-law mass model that is common in the literature. We
identify 45 lenses without substructures, the number of which is key to statistical tests
able to rule out models of e.g. warm or self-interacting DM. Our full analysis results
are available at https://github.com/Jammy2211/autolens_subhalo.
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1 Introduction

The nature by which cold dark matter (CDM) leads to the
formation of the large-scale structure of the Universe, the
‘cosmic web’, has been modelled in incredible detail by state-
of-the-art cosmological N -body simulations (Springel et al.
2005). The picture of hierarchical growth has been estab-
lished, where density peaks of CDM within the Universe’s
initial density field collapse to form self-bound virialized ha-
los. The lowest mass halos form first, and successively merge
to form higher mass halos, a process that occurs over the
full range of halo masses in a self-similar manner. In con-

1 e-mail: james.w.nightingale@durham.ac.uk

junction with a cosmological constant, Λ, this process de-
scribes structure formation in our concordance cosmological
model, ΛCDM, which on large scales has now made numer-
ous testable predictions which have shown remarkable agree-
ment with observations, such as the clustering of galaxies
(Hildebrandt et al. 2017) and the growth of baryon acoustic
oscillations (Anderson et al. 2014).

A key prediction of ΛCDM on smaller scales is the hier-
archy of subhalos within each dark matter (DM) halo (Die-
mand et al. 2008; Springel et al. 2008). This states that
orbiting within every DM halo are many lower mass satel-
lite halos that it has previously accreted. This hierarchy ex-
tends on, with DM halos hosting subhalos that themselves
host subhalos (Diemand, Kuhlen & Madau 2007). CDM thus
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2 Nightingale et al.

predicts an abundance of low-mass (10−3M⊙ to 108M⊙) ha-
los throughout the Universe. The majority of such halos
are completely dark, as radiation from the ultraviolet back-
ground reheats the inter-galactic medium and prevents gas
from cooling and forming stars (Sawala et al. 2016; Benitez-
Llambay & Frenk 2020). Owing to this lack of luminous
emission, DM halos below masses of 108.5 M⊙ are yet to
be observed, with the lowest mass DM halos known being
those of Milky Way dwarf galaxies (Belokurov et al. 2014).
Observing completely dark halos below masses of 108.5 M⊙
would provide evidence in favour of ΛCDM on scales smaller
than previously tested. However, if one could definitively
show their absence, it would indicate that a different model
for the DM particle is needed, for example warmer flavours
(Bode, Ostriker & Turok 2001). This would then disfavour a
Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) from being the
DM, and would instead point to alternatives which change
the relativistic properties of DM in the early universe, so
as to suppress halo formation at low masses (e.g. the sterile
neutrino Shi & Fuller 1999).

Strong gravitational lensing, where a background source
is multiply imaged by a foreground deflector galaxy, pro-
vides a means to detect dark matter subhalos that do not
emit light. When an extended source galaxy is lensed, light
rays emanating from different regions of the source trace
through (and are lensed by) different regions of the lens.
The observed, distorted shape thus contains a high resolu-
tion imprint of the distribution of mass in the lens. If a DM
subhalo is along any line of sight, it will perturb the image
in a unique and observable way. This technique has provided
multiple detections of DM subhalos (Vegetti et al. 2010;
2012; 2014; Hezaveh et al. 2016) as well as non-detections
that further constrain the subhalo mass function (Ritondale
et al. 2019b). These observations have been translated into
constraints on sterile neutrino cosmologies (Vegetti et al.
2018; Enzi et al. 2021). The technique also recently led to the
discovery of an ultramassive black hole (Nightingale et al.
2023b).

Much effort has gone into understanding which DM
subhalos this technique can detect. Sensitivity mapping has
shown that Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging can de-
tect subhalos of mass ∼ 109.0 M⊙, whereas higher resolution
very long baseline interferometry probes masses as low as
∼ 106.0 M⊙ (McKean et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016; Despali
et al. 2018; 2022). These studies assume DM substructures
lie on a mass-concentration relation (e.g. Ludlow et al. 2016).
Instead, Amorisco et al. (2022) performed sensitivity map-
ping over the scatter in this relation and showed that DM
halos ∼ 0.5 dex lower in mass become detectable when they
have a higher than average concentration. Furthermore, for
DM cosmologies with a cut-off mass (e.g. around ∼ 108.5 M⊙
for warmer DM with a sterile neutrino) high concentration
halos below this cut-off do not exist and therefore do not
become detectable – amplifying the contrast between the
expected number of detections in CDM and warmer mod-
els. DM substructures in the lens galaxy and line-of-sight
objects at a different redshift to the lens are both detectable
(Li et al. 2017; Despali et al. 2018; He et al. 2022; Despali
et al. 2022; Amorisco et al. 2022), with their relative con-
tributions depending on the redshifts of the lens and the
source. If subhalos within the lens galaxy are detected, then
interpreting them in terms of DM models is subject to uncer-

tainties due to galaxy formation, for example reductions in
subhalo mass by tidal stripping or stellar feedback (Despali
& Vegetti 2017). Line-of-sight objects are unaffected by this.

Subhalo analysis comprises two parts: (i) confirming
that the inclusion of a parametric DM subhalo is favoured
when fitting the lens data and; (ii) for the detection to be
reproduced by a non-parametric model which adds correc-
tions to the gravitational potential on top of the best-fit
mass model (Koopmans 2005; Suyu et al. 2010; Vegetti &
Koopmans 2009; Ritondale et al. 2019b; Vernardos & Koop-
mans 2022). The latter, often called the ‘potential correc-
tions’, requires that the non-parametric model of the con-
vergence resembles a local over density of mass; the expected
signal of a DM subhalo. However, the correction often pro-
duces non-zero convergence on larger global scales, due to
systematics associated with the assumed mass model being
too simple (e.g. Ritondale et al. 2019b). In this scenario, a
DM subhalo candidate is rejected, irrespective of how much
the parametric model favours the DM subhalo. Early im-
plementations of the potential corrections relied on some
level of human input to choose aspects like the regulariza-
tion (Koopmans 2005; Vegetti & Koopmans 2009), whereas
Vernardos & Koopmans (2022) recently placed the method
in a Bayesian framework. This work does not use the poten-
tial corrections and therefore cannot make a definitive claim
as to whether any subhalo detection is genuine or not. Our
focus is to understand how different lens model assumptions
impact whether a parametric DM subhalo is favoured.

This work presents a predominantly automated search
for subhalos in strong lenses using the open-source strong
lens modelling software PyAutoLens2 (Nightingale, Dye &
Massey 2018; Nightingale et al. 2021). The software ap-
proaches lens modeling using the same Bayesian framework
as the methods of Vegetti & Koopmans (2009); Hezaveh
et al. (2016) but differs in many aspects of its implementa-
tion (e.g. the source reconstruction). We scan for subhalos in
a sample of 54 strong lenses from the Strong Lens Advanced
Camera for Surveys (SLACS) survey (Bolton et al. 2008) and
BOSS GALaxy-Lyα EmitteR sYstems (BELLS-GALLERY)
sample (Shu et al. 2016). This sample includes 10 lenses
analysed by Vegetti et al. (2010) and Vegetti et al. (2014)
and 16 of the systems analysed by Ritondale et al. (2019b).
We therefore perform DM subhalo detection in 28 objects
never previously analysed. Our results build on Etherington
et al. (2022), who performed automated lens modeling with
PyAutoLens in a sample of 59 strong lenses from the SLACS
and BELLS-GALLERY samples and investigated the red-
shift evolution of the lens galaxy mass distributions (Ether-
ington et al. 2023a).

After an initial analysis of the 54 strong lenses we focus
on ‘false positive’ detections. Here, a lens model including a
DM subhalo is favoured at > 3σ over a model without a DM
subhalo, but more detailed investigation led us to conclude
the result is spurious. This has been seen in previous studies
and attributed to inflexibility of mass models to fit the com-
plex distribution in real galaxies (Hsueh et al. 2016; 2017;
2018; He et al. 2023). To mitigate false positives, previous
studies have employed strict criteria for a DM subhalo de-
tection, for example requiring that the Bayesian evidence of

2 https://github.com/Jammy2211/PyAutoLens
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Scanning For DM Subhalos With Strong Lensing 3

the lens model with a DM subhalo is favoured at 5σ (Vegetti
et al. 2014) or 10σ (Ritondale et al. 2019b). They are also
flagged by the potential corrections technique discussed pre-
viously. Our results do not imply that any previous
DM subhalo detections are false positives. Instead,
we reproduce false positive signals found in previous stud-
ies (which are typically below the 5σ or 10σ threshold these
studies used) and quantify which deficiencies in the strong
lens model are the cause, in order to outline where improve-
ments should be made in the future.

We place an emphasis on understanding what impact
changing the lens galaxy mass model has on the final DM
subhalo inference. We scan for DM subhalos assuming a to-
tal of five different mass model parameterizations from the
literature (Chu et al. 2013; Tessore & Metcalf 2015; Nightin-
gale et al. 2019; O’Riordan, Warren & Mortlock 2020). We
quantify whether fitting more complex models leads one to
favour or reject a DM subhalo, when fitting a simpler model
either did or did not. This is only possible because our anal-
ysis is predominantly automated, and therefore straightfor-
ward to repeat with a variety of model assumptions. Our
large sample of 54 lenses yields the first quantitative study
of how different types of model complexity impact subhalo
detectability.

This paper is structured as follows. In §2, we describe
the HST imaging data. In §3, we describe PyAutoLens and
our substructure detection pipelines. In §4 we show results
for fits to HST strong lenses. In §5, we discuss the impli-
cations of our measurements, and we give a summary in
§6. In Appendix B, we show our substructure detection
method works on simulated images. We assume a Planck
2015 cosmology throughout (Ade et al. 2016). The analysis
scripts and data used in this work are publically available
at https://github.com/Jammy2211/autolens_subhalo.

2 Hubble Space Telescope Data

In this work we fit HST imaging of 54 strong lenses from the
SLACS (Bolton et al. 2008) and BELLS-GALLERY (Shu
et al. 2016) samples. Full details of these datasets and their
data reduction are given in Bolton et al. (2008) and Shu
et al. (2016). SLACS data are observed in the HST Advanced
Camera for Surveys F814W band and BELLS-GALLERY
the HST Wide Field Camera 3 F606W band. Etherington
et al. (2022) describe post processing steps which remove
contaminating foreground light (e.g. of stars and line-of-
sight galaxies) via a graphical user interface (GUI). We only
use the gold sample presented in Etherington et al. (2022),
which removes five lenses where a poor lens light subtraction
would negatively impact the quality of the lens model.

3 Method

3.1 Overview

We perform lens modelling using the open-source software
PyAutoLens, which is described in Nightingale & Dye (2015);
Nightingale, Dye & Massey (2018); Nightingale et al. (2021)
and builds on the methods of Warren & Dye (2003, WD03
hereafter); Suyu et al. (2006); Vegetti & Koopmans (2009).

We compose pipelines which perform predominantly au-
tomated lens modelling using the probabilistic program-
ming language PyAutoFit3 (Nightingale, Hayes & Griffiths
2021a), a spin-off project of PyAutoLens which generalizes
the methods used to model strong lenses into an accessible
statistics library.

A concise visual overview of the PyAutoLens analysis
performed in this work is shown in Fig. 1. Given an observed
image of a strong lens the analysis: (i) defines a 3.5′′ circular
mask within which the lens model is fitted (this mask ex-
tends beyond the lensed source in order to better constrain
the lens light model); (ii) uses a model containing light and
mass profiles for the lens to produce model images of the
lens galaxy and lensed source, which are convolved with the
instrumental Point Spread Function (PSF) and compared to
the data; (iii) reconstructs the source galaxy in the source-
plane using a Voronoi mesh and; (iv) produces a subhalo
scanning map indicating how much a lens model with a DM
subhalo at a specific location in the image-plane increases
the Bayesian evidence compared to a lens model without a
DM subhalo.

We now describe each step in more detail. The
following link (https://github.com/Jammy2211/autolens_
likelihood_function) contains Jupyter notebooks provid-
ing a visual step-by-step guide of the PyAutoLens likelihood
function used in this work.

3.2 Light Profiles

Light and mass profile quantities are computed using ellip-
tical coordinates ξ =

√
x2 + y2/q2, with minor to major

axis-ratio q and position angle ϕ defined counter clockwise
from the positive x-axis. For model-fitting, these are param-
eterized as two components of ellipticity

ϵ1 =
1 − q

1 + q
sin 2ϕ, ϵ2 =

1 − q

1 + q
cos 2ϕ . (1)

Light profiles are modelled using one or more elliptical Sérsic
profiles

ISer(ξ) = I exp

{
− k

[(
ξ

R

) 1
n

− 1

]}
, (2)

which have up to seven free parameters: (x, y), the light
centre in arc-seconds, (ϵ1, ϵ2) the elliptical components, I,
the intensity in electrons per second at the effective radius
R in arc-seconds and n, the Sérsic index. k is not a free
parameter, but is instead a function of n (Ciotti & Bertin
1999). This study assumes a model with two Sérsic profiles
which have the same centre, with each individual profile’s
intensities evaluated and summed. Parameters are given the
superscripts ‘bulge’ and ‘disk’, which are used to distinguish
which component of the lens galaxy they are modelling, for
example the Sérsic index of the bulge component is nbulge.

3.3 Mass Profiles

3.3.1 Dark Matter Subhalos

Dark matter subhalos (superscript ‘sub’) are modelled as
a spherical Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile. The NFW

3 https://github.com/rhayes777/PyAutoFit
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Figure 1. A concise visual overview of the PyAutoLens analysis performed in this study, shown for an example strong lens

SLACS1430+4105. The images from left to right are: (i) the observed HST imaging data of SLACS1430+4105; (ii) the model lens
light and lensed source inferred from a PyAutoLens model-fit; (iii) the inferred model source in the source-plane, which is reconstructed

using a Voronoi mesh and; (iv) the subhalo scanning results, where the colorbar shows the log Bayesian evidence increase for lens models

including a subhalo within 2D segments of the image-plane. The black lines show the tangential critical curves and caustics and black
crosses in the subhalo scanning results show the inferred subhalo (xsub, ysub) coordinates for each model including a subhalo. The

example subhalo scan of SLACS1430+4105 favours a DM subhalo at (xsub, ysub) ∼ (0.2′′,−1.2′′), however systematic tests of the lens

mass model will reveal this is a false positive.

represents the universal density profile predicted for dark
matter halos by cosmological N-body simulations (Zhao
1996; Navarro, Frenk & White 1996; Navarro, Frenk &
White 1997), and with a volume mass density given by

ρ =
ρdarks

(r/rdarks )(1 + r/rdarks )2
. (3)

The halo normalization is given by ρsubs and the scale radius
in arc-seconds by rsubs . The dark matter normalization is pa-
rameterized using M sub

200 (the enclosed mass in solar masses
at the radius r200 within which the average density is 200
times the critical density of the Universe) as a free param-
eter. The scale radius is set via M sub

200 using the mean of
the mass-concentration relation of Ludlow et al. (2016). The
convergence is given by

κ(ξ) = 2κsub 1 −F(ξ)

ξ2–1
, (4)

where

F(ξ) =


1√
ξ2−1

arctan
√

ξ2 − 1 : ξ > 1

1√
1−ξ2

arctanh
√

1 − ξ2 : ξ < 1

1 : ξ = 1

(5)

and κsub is related to the lens halo normalization by κsub =
ρsrs/Σcr and Σcr is the critical surface density. The lens and
source redshifts are used to perform unit conversions, for
example to calculate M sub

200 in solar masses. All DM subhalos
are assumed to be at the lens galaxy redshift.

3.3.2 Elliptical Power-Law

For the lens mass model we assume an elliptical power-law
(PL) density profile representing the total mass of the lens
(e.g. star and dark matter) of form

κ(ξ) =
(3 − γmass)

1 + qmass

(
θmass
E

ξ

)γmass−1

, (6)

where parameters associated with the lens mass profile have
superscript ‘mass’. θmass

E is the model Einstein radius in
arc-seconds. The power-law density slope is γmass, and set-
ting γmass = 2 gives the singular isothermal ellipsoid (SIE)

model. Deflection angles for the power-law are computed
via an implementation of the method of Tessore & Metcalf
(2015) in PyAutoLens.

3.3.3 Broken Power-Law

We also fit the elliptical broken power law (BPL) profile
(O’Riordan, Warren & Mortlock 2019; 2020; 2021), again
representing the total mass of the lens, with convergence

κ(r) =

{
κmass
E (rmass

b /r)t
mass
1 , r ⩽ rmass

b

κmass
E (rmass

b /r)t
mass
2 , r > rmass

b

, (7)

where rmass
b is the break radius in arc-seconds, κmass

E is the
convergence at the break radius, tmass

1 is the inner slope and
tmass
2 is the outer slope.

3.3.4 Power-Law With Internal Multipoles

We fit an extension to the PL profile which includes
multipole-like terms describing internal angular structure
in its mass distribution, by extending the parameterization
given by Chu et al. (2013). This model captures smooth de-
viations from ellipticity in the mass distribution. The func-
tional form of the convergence is

κ(r, ϕ) =
1

2

(
θmass
E

r

)γmass−1

kmass
m cos(m(ϕ− ϕmass

m )) , (8)

where we express the convergence in polar coordinates, with
r in arc-secconds. m is the multipole order and m = 4. kmass

m

is the multipole strength and ϕmass
m its orientation angle,

which is defined counter clockwise from the positive x-axis.
The multipole θmass

E and γmass values are fixed to that of the
underlying PL. We parameterize kmass

m and ϕmass
m as multi-

pole components (ϵmp
1 , ϵmp

2 ) which are given by

ϕmass
m = arctan

ϵmp
2

ϵmp
1

, kmass
m =

√
ϵmp
1

2 + ϵmp
2

2 . (9)

3.3.5 Stellar and Dark Matter Mass

We fit decomposed mass models for the lens, which decom-
pose its mass into its stellar and dark components (in con-

© 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–27
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trast to the PL models above). The stellar mass is modelled
as a sum of Sérsic profiles which are tied to those of the
light. The Sérsic profile given by Eq. (2) is used to give the
light matter surface density profile

κSer(ξ) = Ψ

[
qξ

R

]Γ

ISer(ξl) , (10)

where Ψ gives the mass-to-light ratio and Γ folds a radial
dependence into the conversion of mass to light. A constant
mass-to-light ratio is given for Γ = 0. This work assumes
there are two light profile components (denoted the bulge
and disk) which assume independent values of Ψ and Γ. We
therefore do not assume that mass fully traces light. De-
flection angles for this profile are computed via an adapted
implementation of the method of Oguri (2021), which de-
composes the convergence profile into multiple cored steep
elliptical profiles and efficiently computes the deflection an-
gles from each.

The dark matter component of the lens galaxy’s host
halo is given by an elliptical NFW profile, whose parameters
have superscript ‘dark’. This is again parameterized with
Mdark

200 as a free parameter and a scale radius set via the
mean of the mass-concentration relation of Ludlow et al.
(2016). The convergence is given by Eq. (5).

3.3.6 Line-Of-Sight Galaxies

Nearby line-of-sight galaxies may be included as spherical
isothermal spheres (SISs), corresponding to an SIE where
(ϵmass

1 , ϵmass
2 ) = (0, 0). To decide whether to include line-

of-sight galaxies in the mass model we use a GUI, where
a user looks at 10′′ cut-outs of each lens and clicks on up
to two galaxies nearby to add to the mass model. Galaxies
are selected subjectively based on their proximity and size.
Each galaxy is then included as an SIS, the centre of which is
fixed to the galaxy’s brightest pixel and with a redshift that
is the same as the lens galaxy. The prior on θmass

E for each
SIS is a uniform prior from 0.0′′ to 0.5′′. For the majority of
line-of-sight galaxies a value of θmass

E = 0.5′′ is significantly
above the mass one would estimate based on its luminosity.
This is an intentional choice not to use more informative
priors, so that we can investigate how line-of-sight galaxies
change the DM inference with maximal freedom.

Fig. 2 shows the five lenses with line-of-sight galaxies
closest to the lens galaxy centre, which are all within 2.0′′

of it. These objects are close enough to the lensed source
that we anticipate they will impact the inferred lens model.
For the lenses SLACS0956+5100 and BELLS0918+5104 the
line-of-sight galaxy is within the Einstein radius, whereas
for SLACS0728+3835, BELLS0113+0250 and BELLS2342-
0120 the galaxy(s) are slightly outside the Einstein radius.
Models including line-of-sight galaxies for the remaining 49
lenses are performed, noting the galaxies are typically much
further (e.g. over 4.0′′) from the lens centre.

3.3.7 External Shear

An external shear (superscript ‘ext’) field is included and
parameterized as two elliptical components (γext

1 , γext
2 ). The

shear magnitude, γext, and orientation measured counter-

clockwise from north, ϕext, are given by

γext =

√
γext2
1 + γext2

2 , tan 2ϕext =
γext
2

γext
1

. (11)

The deflection angles due to the external shear are computed
analytically. Every mass model above is combined with an
external shear. A recent study by Etherington et al. (2023b)
suggests that this external shear component is representing
missing complexity in the lens mass distribution, as opposed
to line-of-sight galaxies.

3.4 Source Model

After subtracting the foreground lens emission and ray-
tracing coordinates to the source-plane via the mass model,
the source is reconstructed in the source-plane using an
adaptive mesh which accounts for irregular or asymmetric
source morphologies. We use a Voronoi mesh with natural
neighbour interpolation (Sibson 1981) and in Appendix B
we compare DM subhalo results assuming different source
reconstruction methods.

3.4.1 Mesh Centres

The method first determines the centres of the I Voronoi
source pixels. Initial fits overlay a rectangular Cartesian grid
of shape (ypix, xpix) over the image-plane, which extends to
and from the mask edges (e.g. from −3.5′′ to 3.5′′ for the
mask shown in Fig. 1). ypix and xpix are the height and width
of this grid in pixels and are treated as free parameters.
All coordinates on this uniform grid which fall within the
mask are retained and traced to the source-plane via the
mass model (pixels outside the mask are discarded). These
coordinates, Mi, are used as the centre of the Voronoi cells,
which therefore trace the mass model magnification4.

Subsequent fits adapt the mesh centres Mi to the
source’s unlensed morphology. This uses a previous model
of the lensed source emission, Ξj , which is used to compute
the weights

Wj = (
Ξj − min Ξ

max Ξj − min Ξ
) + Wfloor + max Ξj . (12)

The first term on the right hand side runs from zero to one,
where values closer to one correspond to the lensed source’s
brightest pixels. Wfloor controls how much weight is given to
the source’s brightest pixels and is a free parameter in cer-
tain fits. W is passed to a weighted KMeans clustering algo-
rithm (Pedregosa et al. 2011) to determine image-plane co-
ordinates which are traced to the source-plane. The KMeans
assumes Npix source pixels, which is treated as a free param-
eter in certain fits. This scheme adapts to the lensed source
emission. 5.

4 This corresponds to PyAutoLens’s VoronoiNNMagnification

mesh object
5 This corresponds to PyAutoLens’s VoronoiNNBrightnessImage

mesh objects
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Figure 2. The five lenses with line-of-sight galaxies that are closest to the centre of their lens galaxy, which should have an impact on
the inferred lens model. For two lenses, SLACS0956+5100 and BELLS0918+5104, the line-of-sight galaxy is within the Einstein radius,

whereas for SLACS0728+3835, BELLS0113+0250 and BELLS2342-0120 the galaxy(s) are slightly outside the Einstein radius. Black
stars mark the centre of each line-of-sight galaxy, which are modeled with SIS mass profiles fixed to these centres.

3.4.2 Mapping Matrix

The reconstruction computes the linear superposition of
PSF-smeared source pixel images which best fits the ob-
served image. This uses the mapping matrix fij , which maps
the j-th pixel of each lensed image to each source pixel i,
giving a total of J lensed image pixels and I source pixels.
When constructing fij we apply image-plane subgridding of
degree 4×4, meaning that 16×J sub-pixels are fractionally
mapped to source pixels with a weighting of 1

16
, removing

aliasing effects (Nightingale & Dye 2015).
Each image sub-pixel is mapped to multiple Voronoi

source pixels weighted via interpolation. We use Voronoi
natural neighbor interpolation via Sibson’s technique (Sib-
son 1981). For every sub-pixel, j, the method considers a
new polygon that adding this point to the Voronoi mesh
computed from Mi would create. The new polygon captures
some of the area that was previously covered by its neigh-
bors, which the method computes and uses to compute the
interpolation weights in fij as

w = fij =
1∑K

i=1 Acapture

K∑
k=1

Acapture zk , (13)

where K is the number of neighbors of a given Voronoi cell
i. 6.

3.4.3 Regularization

Performing an inversion using Eq. (13) by itself is ill-posed,
therefore to avoid over-fitting noise the solution is regu-
larized using a linear regularization matrix H described by
WD03. The matrix H applies a prior on the source recon-
struction, penalizing solutions where the difference in recon-
structed flux of neighboring Voronoi source pixels is large.
Initial fits use gradient regularization (see WD03) adapted
to a Voronoi mesh (see Nightingale & Dye 2015) 7. DM
subhalo results use a scheme which adapts the degree of
smoothing to the reconstructed source’s luminous emission
and interpolates values at a cross of surrounding points 8.

6 More details about the natural neighbor interpolation

technique can be found at https://gwlucastrig.github.io/

TinfourDocs/NaturalNeighborTinfourAlgorithm/index.html
7 This corresponds to the PyAutoLens regularization scheme

Constant
8 This corresponds to the PyAutoLens regularization scheme

AdaptiveBrightnessSplit

The formalism for the calculation of these regularization ma-
trices H is given in Appendix A.

3.4.4 Variance Scaling

Lens galaxies can have complex morphologies which leave
significant central residuals after subtraction via multiple
Sérsic profiles, which the source reconstruction will attempt
to fit. We mitigate this by allowing the method to increase
the variances (the noise value in each image pixel) at the
centre of an image. First, we estimate the fractional contri-
bution in each pixel j from the lens light

ΩLens,j =
 Lj

T j + ωLens
, (14)

where  Lj and T j are estimates of the lens light emission and
total emission from a previous lens model and ωLens is a free
parameter. Values of  Lj or T j less than 1% their maximum
value are rounded up to this value to ensure no values are
negative. ΩLens is divided by its maximum value such that it
ranges between values just above 0 and 1. Initial fits which
do not have  Lj and T j vectors use σobs

j , the observed image
statistical uncertainties. This contribution map is used to
scale the noise in lens light dominated pixels as

σj = ωLens(σ
obs
j ΩLens,j)

ωLens2 , (15)

where ωLens and ωLens2 are free parameters.

3.4.5 Inversion

Following the formalism of WD03, we define the data vec-
tor D⃗i =

∑J
j=1 fij(dj − bj)/(σj)

2 and curvature matrix

Fik =
∑J

j=1 fijfkj/(σj)
2, where dj are the observed image

flux values and bj are the model lens light values. The source
pixel surface brightnesses are given by s = [F+H]−1D⃗ which
are solved via a linear inversion that minimizes

χ2 + GL =
J∑

j=1

[
(
∑I

i=1 sifij) + bj − dj

σj

]2

+ sTHs . (16)

The term
∑I

i=1 sifij maps the reconstructed source back to
the image-plane for comparison with the observed data and
GL = sTHs is a regularization term.

The degree of smoothing is chosen objectively using the
Bayesian formalism introduced by Suyu et al. (2006). The
likelihood function is taken from Dye et al. (2008) and is
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given by

−2 lnZ = χ2 + sTHs + ln [det(F + H)] − ln [det(H)]

+

J∑
j=1

ln
[
2π(σj)

2] . (17)

The step-by-step Jupyter notebooks linked to in Sec-
tion 3.1 describe how the different terms in this likelihood
function compare and ranks different source reconstructions,
allowing one to objectively determine the lens model that
provides the best fit to the data in a Bayesian context.

3.5 Non-linear Search

We use the nested sampling algorithm dynesty (Speagle
2020) to fit every lens model. We use the static sampler
with random walk nested sampling, which tests revealed
gave faster and more reliable lens model fits.

3.6 Lens Modeling Pipelines

The models of lens mass, lens light and source light are
complex and their parameter spaces are highly dimensional.
Without human intervention or careful set up, the model-
fitting algorithm (e.g. dynesty) may converge very slowly
to the global maximum a posteriori solution or falsely con-
verge on a local maximum. PyAutoLens therefore breaks the
fit into a sequence of simpler fits. Using the probabilistic
programming language PyAutoFit9, we fit a series of para-
metric lens models with growing complexity. Fits to sim-
pler model parameterizations provide information which ini-
tialises subsequent fits to the next more complex model.
We use the Source, Light and Mass (SLaM) pipelines de-
scribed by Etherington et al. (2022, hereafter E22), Cao
et al. (2021) and He et al. (2023). Table 1 provides a step-by-
step overview of the pipelines used in this work. The SLaM
pipelines are available at https://github.com/Jammy2211/

autolens_workspace.
An overview of the SLaM pipelines is as follows:

• Source Pipelines: Initializes the Voronoi mesh source
model by inferring a robust lens light subtraction (using a
double Sérsic model) and total mass model (using an SIE
plus shear). The initial stages of this pipeline fit the source
using a parametric Sérsic profile and perform the variance
scaling described in Section 3.4.4.

• Light Pipeline: Uses fixed values of the mass and
source parameters corresponding to the maximum likelihood
model of the Source pipeline. This is the first time the lens
light is fitted for simultaneously with a Voronoi mesh source
instead of Sersic profile. The lens mass is therefore again
described by an SIE plus shear. The only free parameters in
this pipeline are those of a double Sérsic lens light model and
ωLens which controls the magnitude of variance scaling. The
maximum likelihood lens light subtracted image inferred by
this pipeline is output for use by additional fits investigating
lens modelling systematics.

• Mass Pipeline: Fits a PL, BPL, PL with multipoles,
decomposed mass model or PL with line-of-sight gaalxies,

9 https://github.com/rhayes777/PyAutoFit

which are all more complex than the SIE fitted previously.
The lens light is fixed to the maximum likelihood model of
the Light pipeline.

• Subhalo Pipeline: Determines the increase in log
Bayesian evidence when a DM subhalo is included in the
lens model, which is described next in Section 3.7.

The SLaM pipelines use prior passing (see E22) to ini-
tialize the regions of parameter space that dynesty will
search in later dynesty fits, based on the results of ear-
lier fits. The priors of every lens model fitted in this
work can be found at https://github.com/Jammy2211/

autolens_subhalo. Priors are set up carefully to ensure they
are sufficiently broad to not omit viable lens model solutions.

3.7 Subhalo Scanning

Including a subhalo in the mass model produces a complex
and multimodal parameter space that a nested sampler like
dynesty may struggle to sample efficiently and robustly. We
tested a model-fitting approach which simply adds a sub-
halo to a lens model assuming broad uniform priors on the
subhalo’s image-plane position (xsub, ysub) and mass M sub

200 .
However, these fits did not always reliably infer the subhalo’s
input properties on simulated datasets.

We instead perform a grid-search of dynesty searches,
where each grid-search cell places uniform priors on the
image-plane (xsub, ysub) position of the subhalo, spatially
confining it to a small 2D square segment of the image-
plane. We perform 25 model-fits (corresponding to a 5 × 5
grid in the image-plane), where the size of the box contain-
ing this grid is chosen via visual inspection of each lens.
An example subhalo scan is shown in Fig. 1. This removes
the multi-modality in the parameter space created by the
subhalo model, simplifying it such that the global maxima
solution in parameter space is reliably inferred. For each
grid-cell, log uniform priors with masses between 106M⊙ -
1012M⊙ are assumed for M sub

200 . We always assume the sub-
halo is at the same redshift as the lens galaxy (e.g. single
plane lensing).

Once a grid search is complete, a final non-linear search
is performed which provides accurate constraints on the sub-
halo mass M sub

200 and image-plane coordinates (xsub, ysub).
The subhalo centre’s priors are set via prior passing, us-
ing the highest evidence model of the grid search (the lens
model parameters also use this result). This prior allows
for a wider range of subhalo centres than the uniform pri-
ors defining each 2D grid-cell, but is centred on the highest
evidence grid search model, ensuring dynesty sampling re-
mains reliable. The subhalo retains its log uniform prior on
M sub

200 with masses between 106M⊙ - 1012M⊙, to avoid overly
tight priors reducing the inferred error. dynesty settings are
adjusted to sample parameter space more thoroughly at the
expense of longer computational run-time.

We quantify whether models including a subhalo are
favoured using the Bayesian evidence, Z, of the lens models
with and without a DM subhalo. The evidence is the inte-
gral of the likelihood over the prior and therefore naturally
includes a penalty term for including too much complexity
in a model. Z is inferred by dynesty (see equation 2 of Spea-
gle 2020) and therefore available for every fit performed in
this work. We define the log evidence difference in favour of
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Pipeline Phase Galaxy Component Model Varied Prior info Phase Description

Source
Parametric

SP1 Lens light Sérsic + Exp - Fit only the lens light model
and subtract it from the data

image.

SP2
Lens mass SIE + shear - Fit mass model and source

light using lens subtracted
image from SP1.Source light Sérsic -

SP3

Lens light Sérsic + Exp - Refit the lens light model

with default priors and fit

the mass and source models
with priors informed from

SP2.

Lens mass SIE + shear SP2

Source light Sérsic SP2

Source
Inversion

SI1

Lens light Sérsic + Exp ✓ SP3 Fix lens light and mass

parameters from SP3 and fit

magnification adaptive
Voronoi mesh and constant

regularisation parameters.

Lens mass SIE + shear ✓ SP3

Source light Voronoi Magnification -

SI2

Lens light Sérsic + Exp ✓ SP3 Refine the lens mass model

parameters, keeping lens

light and source parameters
fixed to those from previous

phases.

Lens mass SIE + shear SP3

Source light Voronoi Magnification ✓ SI1

SI3

Lens light Sérsic + Exp ✓ SP3
Fit brightness adaptive

Voronoi mesh and luminosity

adaptive regularisation. Lens
parameters fixed from SP3.

Lens mass SIE + shear ✓ SP3

Source light Voronoi Brightness -

SI4

Lens light Sérsic + Exp ✓ SP3 Refine lens mass model

parameters using Voronoi
Brightness grid. Fix lens

light and source parameters

to previous phases.

Lens mass SIE + shear SI2

Source light Voronoi Brightness ✓ SI3

Light

Parametric
LP1

Lens light Sérsic + Sérsic - Fit lens light parameters

with broad uniform priors.

Lens mass and source
parameters fixed from SI4.

Lens mass SIE + shear ✓ SI4

Source light Voronoi Brightness SI4

Mass
Total MT1

Lens light Sérsic + Sérsic ✓ LP1 Fit the lens mass

parameters, with subset of
priors informed from SI4.

Lens and source light are

fixed from LP1 and SI4.

Lens mass See Section 4.7 SI4

Source light Voronoi Brightness LP1

Subhalo

SH1

Lens light Sérsic + Sérsic ✓ LP1
Fit the lens mass parameters,
with priors informed from

MT1. Lens and source light
are fixed from LP1 and SI4.

Lens mass See Section 4.7 MT1

Source light Voronoi Brightness MT1

SH2

Lens light Sérsic + Sérsic ✓ LP1

Performs grid search of DM

subhhalos (see Section 3.7).Lens mass See Section 4.7 + Subhalo MT1

Source light Voronoi Brightness MT1

SH3

Lens light Sérsic + Sérsic ✓ LP1 Fits for DM subhalo using
priors based on SH2.
Bayesian evidence compared

to SH1 for DM subhalo
inference.

Lens mass See Section 4.7 + Subhalo MT1

Source light Voronoi Brightness MT1

Table 1. Composition of the Source, Light and Mass (SLaM) pipelines that make up our uniform analysis. This is an adaptation and
extension of the table presented by Etherington et al. (2022), who used the SLaM pipelines to fit HST imaging of strong lenses. After

the phases SI4, LP1 and MT1 the best-fit model images (the Ξj and  Lj) are updated for the adaptive mesh, regularization and variance

scaling features. Their associated parameters are refit via a standalone dynesty fit using a fixed lens model.
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the lens model with a DM subhalo as

∆ lnZ = lnZsub − lnZnone, (18)

where lnZsub is the Bayesian evidence inferred by the fit
after the subhalo scanning grid search and lnZnone is the
evidence of the lens model without a subhalo before the grid
search. Superscripts are added to ∆ lnZ to denote model-fits
which make different assumptions, for example ∆ lnZBase

denotes the increase in log evidence for the baseline lens
model with a subhalo assuming a PL mass model, double
Sérsic lens light model and where the source is reconstructed
on a Voronoi mesh. An increase of ∆ lnZ = 4.5 for one
model over another corresponds to odds of 90:1 in favour of
that model; a 3σ preference. An increase of ∆ lnZ = 12.5
corresponds to a 5σ preference. Our criteria for a candidate
subhalo detection is that we infer ∆ lnZ > 10. The sub-
halo scanning analysis is the same as that used in He et al.
(2023), who modeled strong lenses simulated via cosmolog-
ical simulations with PyAutoLens.

4 Results

We now present the results of subhalo scanning different
datasets. In Section 4.1 we give a concise summary of fits
to simulated lens datasets which are described fully in Ap-
pendix B.We use these results as a starting point to investi-
gate false positives DM subhalo detections due to lens mod-
eling systematics.

4.1 Subhalo Scanning on Simulated Data

In Appendix B we simulate and fit a sample of 16 strong
lenses, in four groups of lenses with the same lens and
source galaxies but with DM subhalos of masses 1010.5M⊙,
1010.0M⊙, 109.5M⊙ or no subhalo. The simulated lenses are
idealized, because their lens light (double Sersic) and mass
(PL plus shear) are simulated using the same model assumed
to fit the data. Cautioning that these conclusions only hold
in this idealized scenario, a summary is as follows:

• For 7 out of the 8 datasets containing a 1010.5M⊙ or
1010.0M⊙ DM subhalo the analysis successfully detects the
DM subhalo.

• For 2 out of the 4 datasets containing a 109.5M⊙ DM
subhalo the analysis successfully detects the input DM sub-
halo. For the two datasets where the input DM subhalo is
not detected we attribute this to the data not being sensitive
enough.

• For all four datasets not containing a DM subhalo, we
correctly disfavor a DM subhalo provided the source recon-
struction has sufficiently high resolution.

• Our subhalo inference does not depend on the source
reconstruction assumptions (e.g. it is insensitive to using a
different regularization scheme).

• The lens mass model is degenerate with the DM sub-
halo, whereby the inferred mass model changes its inferred
parameters to ‘absorb’ some of the DM subhalo signal.

False positive DM subhalo detections were not seen for
the mock lenses (provided the source reconstruction was
high enough resolution). This procedure therefore verifies
that for our analysis of HST imaging of real lenses, false

positives are because the lens model assumptions are not
robust (or it is a geniune DM subhalo detection).

4.2 Subhalo Scanning on HST data with Simple
Models

We now present subhalo scanning of HST imaging of 54
strong lenses from the SLACS (Bolton et al. 2008) and
BELLS-GALLERY (Shu et al. 2016) samples. Results for
each sample are given separately, because the compact na-
ture of BELLS-GALLERY sources changes their sensitivity
to DM subhalos (Despali et al. 2022). We first present re-
sults for our simplest baseline lens model, which assumes
two Sérsic profiles with the same centres for the lens light, a
power-law plus external shear mass model and Voronoi mesh
source reconstruction. All fits adopt a 3.5′′ circular mask.

Column 2 of Table 2 lists ∆ lnZBase, the log evi-
dence increase for a model including a subhalo for the 37
SLACS lenses. 14 out of 37 lenses favour the inclusion of
a DM subhalo and meet our criterion of ∆ lnZBase > 10.
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding subhalo grid search results
for these objects, where from the top left rightwards and
then downwards lenses are plotted in descending order of
∆ lnZBase. The lens SLACS2341+0000 infers the highest
value, ∆ lnZBase = 157.51. 24 lenses are non-detections
with ∆ lnZBase < 10. Column 3 of Table 2 shows the in-
ferred subhalo masses M sub

200 M⊙, which span 108.39 M⊙ and
1011.98 M⊙ for models where ∆ lnZBase > 10.

Column 2 of Table 3 lists ∆ lnZBase for all 16 BELLS-
GALLERY lenses and Fig. 4 shows the corresponding sub-
halo scanning results. 7 out of 16 lenses meet our criterion
of producing ∆ lnZBase > 10. Four lenses give ∆ lnZBase >
100. Nine lenses are non-detections with ∆ lnZBase < 10.
Table 3 also shows the inferred subhalo masses M sub

200 , which
again span 108.3 M⊙ and 1011.98 M⊙ for models where
∆ lnZBase > 10.

4.3 Subhalo Scanning With Different Lens Light
Subtraction

To investigate whether an inaccurate lens light subtraction
produces false positives we fit lens light cleaned datasets.
These are produced using a GUI which replaces the observed
flux counts in the image data with Gaussian noise and in-
creases the variances in all image pixels which – from visual
inspection – appear to predominately contain lens light sub-
traction residuals. The pixels therefore do not contribute to
the likelihood function given by equation 17. An example is
shown in Fig. 5. The log evidence increases by including a
DM subhalo for fits using the lens light cleaned dataset is
defined as ∆ lnZLight, which is compared to ∆ lnZBase to
isolate the dependence on the lens light subtraction.

The second and fourth columns of Table 2 show
∆ lnZBase and ∆ lnZLight values for SLACS, where for nine
lenses (ticks in column five) fitting the lens light cleaned data
decreases ∆ lnZ by more than 10 (∆ lnZBase−∆ lnZLight >
10). This includes 7 lenses which switch from candidate DM
subhalos to non-detections, because ∆ lnZLight < 10 and
∆ lnZBase > 10. Table 3 shows the same values for BELLS-
GALLERY, where for 5 lenses ∆ lnZ decreases by more
than 10 and two lenses switch from favouring a DM subhalo
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Lens Name ∆ ln
ZBase

log10

[M sub
200 /M⊙]

∆ ln
ZLight

Light
∆ lnZ
De-
crease?

∆ ln
ZSource

Source
∆ lnZ
De-
crease?

∆ ln
ZBPL

∆ ln
ZMultipole

∆ ln
ZDecomp

Mass
∆ lnZ
De-
crease?

∆ ln
ZLos

Los
∆ lnZ
De-
crease?

∆ ln
ZFinal

Category

SLACS2341+0000 157.51 11.98+0.02
−0.21 32.7 ✓ 24.91 ✗ 25.94 18.46 8.52 ✓ Demag ✗ 11.61 ND / Los

SLACS1432+6317 79.34 11.96+0.04
−0.30 8.65 ✓ -0.23 ✗ Demag 10.87∗ 1.83 ✗ 15.24∗ ✗ 1.82 ND

SLACS0946+1006 52.86 11.91+0.09
−0.55 75.76∗ ✗ 72.36 ✗ 74.27 76.81 22.52 ✓ 29.24 ✓ 22.51 Cand

SLACS0956+5100 40.11 11.77+0.23
−0.58 18.04 ✓ 23.35 ✗ 12.07 11.52 10.78 ✓ 31.37 ✗ 10.77 ND / Los

SLACS1020+1122 38.71 11.93+0.07
−0.43 5.36 ✓ 2.1 ✗ 3.23 0.99 7.81 ✗ 4.42 ✗ 0.99 ND

SLACS1250+0523 30.87 10.68+0.84
−0.33 8.23 ✓ 13.41 ✗ 18.68 -2.09 17.4 ✓ 8.17 ✗ 3.16 ND / FP-PL

SLACS1032+5322 27.79 11.96+0.04
−0.28 -0.49 ✓ 0.81 ✗ Demag -1.68 6.26 ✗ -0.08 ✗ 2.82 ND

SLACS0959+0410 21.39 11.91+0.09
−0.43 49.66∗ ✗ 19.62 ✓ Demag 5.95 28.12 ✗ 3.37 ✓ -24.90 ND / FP-PL

SLACS0029-0055 20.58 11.12+0.50
−0.52 33.92∗ ✗ 4.82 ✓ 18.75∗ 7.22 35.15∗ ✗ 1.36 ✗ 21.69 Cand / Decomp

SLACS1023+4230 19.73 11.14+0.44
−0.60 4.32 ✓ 4.82 ✗ 1.26 -1.31 0.72 ✗ 1.5 ✗ -1.30 ND

SLACS1143-0144 19.17 11.94+0.06
−0.50 5.35 ✓ 2.37 ✗ 0.65 -0.45 17.23∗ ✗ 13.29∗ ✗ -0.44 ND

SLACS0157-0056 16.38 11.52+0.48
−5.40 17.65 ✗ -0.57 ✓ -0.29 -0.93 1.06 ✗ -0.37 ✗ -0.57 ND

SLACS1451-0239 13.78 8.39+2.45
−2.36 -1.09 ✓ -0.44 ✗ -0.67 2.43 2.98 ✗ -0.22 ✗ -0.22 ND

SLACS1430+4105 12.0 10.80+0.50
−0.69 11.14 ✗ 13.4 ✗ 5.25 14.06 6.54 ✗ 15.72 ✗ 6.53 ND / FP-PL

SLACS0903+4116 9.72 11.89+0.11
−0.76 15.35 ✗ 3.91 ✓ 3.79 1.05 9.13 ✗ 2.16 ✗ 3.90 ND

SLACS2303+1422 9.66 11.10+0.47
−0.79 1.1 ✗ 2.14 ✗ 2.82 -1.6 1.73 ✗ 8.06 ✗ 3.80 ND

SLACS1213+6708 8.73 11.88+0.12
−1.10 1.1 ✗ 3.49 ✗ 0.21 0.25 1.52 ✗ 1.18 ✗ 1.52 ND

SLACS1630+4520 8.45 10.89+0.45
−0.64 5.41 ✗ -0.58 ✗ -0.43 Demag -1.66 ✗ 7.15 ✗ -1.66 ND

SLACS0822+2652 7.94 11.87+0.13
−0.92 2.67 ✗ -1.25 ✗ 2.1 1.46 2.19 ✗ -1.92 ✗ -1.38 ND

SLACS1029+0420 4.03 11.75+0.25
−3.47 -1.28 ✗ 2.17 ✗ Demag 3.71 22.57∗ ✗ 1.71 ✗ 10.57 Cand / Decomp

SLACS2300+0022 4.49 9.41+2.57
−3.40 -1.7 ✗ -0.46 ✗ -0.29 -0.47 2.23 ✗ 1.47 ✗ -0.46 ND

SLACS1205+4910 4.12 6.92+1.42
−0.91 8.97 ✗ 2.14 ✗ 0.63 2.25 31.15∗ ✗ -2.38 ✗ 1.87 ND

SLACS0912+0029 3.92 11.89+0.11
−1.05 3.1 ✗ 1.19 ✗ 2.36 1.49 5.33 ✗ 0.33 ✗ 2.07 ND

SLACS1402+6321 3.41 9.74+1.36
−3.73 -0.14 ✗ -0.53 ✗ -2.01 -1.03 4.64 ✗ -0.7 ✗ 0.01 ND

SLACS0252+0039 3.32 10.71+0.69
−1.76 -1.04 ✗ 6.53 ✗ -0.89 17.66∗ 5.26 ✗ 5.89 ✗ -0.89 ND

SLACS1218+0830 3.25 11.06+0.92
−5.04 -0.12 ✗ 0.24 ✗ -1.35 0.16 2.42 ✗ -0.92 ✗ 0.23 ND

SLACS1525+3327 3.15 10.94+1.02
−4.81 1.34 ✗ 0.24 ✗ Demag Demag Demag ✗ Demag ✗ 0.24 ND

SLACS1627-0053 2.52 11.37+0.58
−5.12 2.51 ✗ 7.9 ✗ 3.25 8.18 5.27 ✗ 5.93 ✗ 7.89 ND

SLACS0008-0004 2.51 8.83+2.94
−2.82 1.59 ✗ -1.44 ✗ -1.43 -0.38 -0.46 ✗ -0.28 ✗ -1.43 ND

SLACS1420+6019 1.92 10.81+1.06
−1.96 0.64 ✗ 3.11 ✗ 0.6 -1.56 2.79 ✗ 2.94 ✗ 2.79 ND

SLACS0330-0020 1.19 10.83+0.36
−4.66 -1.44 ✗ -0.88 ✗ 2.29 11.04∗ 8.12 ✗ 3.69 ✗ 0.01 ND

SLACS1142+1001 0.71 11.41+0.59
−5.17 -0.42 ✗ 0.31 ✗ 0.78 0.53 10.47∗ ✗ 0.64 ✗ 6.00 ND

SLACS0936+0913 0.33 10.30+1.56
−4.26 -2.2 ✗ -1.12 ✗ -0.8 -2.01 0.25 ✗ 0.33 ✗ -1.12 ND

SLACS2238-0754 -3.36 8.72+2.91
−2.70 -0.1 ✗ 0.78 ✗ -2.39 17.66∗ 8.53 ✗ 0.62 ✗ -0.22 ND

SLACS0216-0813 -1.43 11.31+0.68
−5.23 -3.4 ✗ -0.65 ✗ 0.55 -1.41 -0.12 ✗ -1.04 ✗ -0.11 ND

SLACS0737+3216 -1.34 9.43+2.51
−3.38 1.21 ✗ 0.33 ✗ -1.99 -0.74 0.99 ✗ -0.52 ✗ 0.99 ND

SLACS0728+3835 -4.17 8.71+0.28
−0.27 -6.58 ✗ 2.92 ✗ Demag 16.18∗ 1.81 ✗ -10.47 ✓ 0.25 ND / FP-Los

Table 2. The log Bayesian evidence increase ∆ lnZ of subhalo scanning for the SLACS sample. Column 1 gives the lens name. Column
2 shows ∆ lnZBase for the baseline model, which assumes a PL plus shear lens mass model, a two Sérsic lens light subtraction, and a

Voronoi mesh source reconstruction. Column 3 gives the corresponding inferred DM subhalo mass at 3σ confidence intervals. Column 4-13

show the results of different systematic tests. Column 4 shows ∆ lnZLight values, where lens light cleaned data is fitted (see Section 4.3).
Column 5 indicates if ∆ lnZBase − ∆ lnZLight > 10 (e.g. does improving the lens light subtraction decrease ∆ lnZ?). Column 6 shows

∆ lnZSource values, where source only masked data is fitted (see Section 4.4). Column 7 indicates if ∆ lnZLight−∆ lnZSource > 10 (e.g.
does improving the source reconstruction decrease ∆ lnZ?). Columns 8-10 show fits assuming different mass models: a broken power-
law (∆ lnLBPL), a PL with internal multipoles (∆ lnLMultipole) and a decomposed mass model (∆ lnLDecomp). Column 11 indicates

whether ∆ lnZSource − max(∆ lnZBPL,∆ lnZMultipole,∆ lnZDecomp) > 10 (e.g. does assuming any of the three more complex mass

models decrease ∆ lnZ?). Column 12 shows ∆ lnLLos values, which fit a PL plus shear mass model that includes line-of-sight galaxies.
Column 13 indicates if ∆ lnZSource − ∆ lnZLos > 10 (e.g. does including line-of-sight galaxies decrease ∆ lnZ?). Bold text indicates

any fit above the detection threshold of ∆ lnZ = 10.0. Asterix symbols indicate that ∆ lnZ increases by over 10 for any of the four
comparisons shown in the table (e.g. does improving the lens light, source, mass model or including line-of-sight galaxies increase
∆ lnZ?). Column 13 shows ∆ lnZFinal, the highest evidence of any mass model with a DM subhalo (corresponding to fits given in

columns 5, 7, 8, 9, 11) minus the highest evidence of any mass model without a DM subhalo. The final column categorizes each DM
subhalo result: ND for non-detection, Cand for candidate, FP-PL for power-law mass false positive and FP-Los for line-of-sight false

positive. Entries labeled ‘Demag’ are solutions where the fit inferred an unphysical solution (see Section 4.7)

.

to not. There are also 3 BELLS-GALLERY lenses where
∆ lnZLight > 10 and ∆ lnZBase < 10, meaning that fitting
the lens light cleaned data means a DM subhalo is favoured
when it was not for the baseline model.

Fig. 6 shows the observed image (left column), lens
subtracted image (left-centre column), normalized residu-
als (right-centre column) and source reconstructions (right
column) of SLACS2341+0000, for fits to the original data
(top row) and lens light cleaned data (bottom row). This is

the SLACS lens with the largest decrease of ∆ lnZLight com-
pared to ∆ lnZBase. There is evidence that the lens galaxy
has undergone a recent merger, with the residuals show-
ing tidal stream features to the left, above and right of the
lensed source. The lens light subtraction also shows a central
dipole feature indicating the galaxy has not yet dynamically
settled post-merger. The source reconstruction shown in the
top right panel reconstructs these lens light features towards
the left, top and right of the source-plane. The bottom right
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Figure 3. The subhalo scanning results of all SLACS lenses. Each scan uses a 5 × 5 grid of dynesty searches fitting a PL plus shear
model with a subhalo whose (x, y) coordinates are confined to a 2D grid-cell via uniform priors (see Section 3.7). Fits are shown in

descending order of highest log evidence increase. The background images show the lens subtracted data, where the lens subtraction uses
a double Sérsic fit. In Section 4 we demonstrate that the majority of these DM subhalo candidates are false positives. The green/red
grid shows the increase of log evidences of each subhalo scan grid cell. The ∆ lnZBase values in each plot title correspond to the SH3
fit performed after the subhalo grid search where the subhalo position priors extend beyond a small 2D cell. This ∆ lnZBase value

is sometimes much higher than the inferred grid search values and is why certain lenses show predominantly red or yellow cells but
have high overall ∆ lnZBase values in the title (e.g. SLACS1432+6316). The blue star shows the DM subhalo’s maximum a posteriori

inferred location for this fit. The colorbar ranges between 0 and 20 so that candidate DM subhalos (∆ lnZBase > 10 are colored green
whereas non-candidates are red. Certain lenses (e.g. SLACS1020+1122 on its left-hand side) show patches of noise, which are a result

of emission from a foreground galaxy or star being removed via the noise-scaling GUI described in (Etherington et al. 2022). The lens
SLACS1430+4105, shown in Fig. 1, is omitted from this figure.

panel shows these are not present in the source reconstruc-
tion of the lens light cleaned data, because the lens light
residuals have been removed. The incorrect reconstruction
of lens light features is responsible for the large decrease in
∆ lnZLight.

Visual inspection of other lenses which show a large

reduction in ∆ lnZ when fitting lens light cleaned data in-
dicates similar residuals are often present, which are there-
fore responsible for a DM subhalo being incorrectly being
favoured. However, they are typically not post-merger fea-
tures like in SLACS2341+0000 but fainter lens galaxy mor-
phological features like a central bulge or bar.
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Figure 4. As Fig. 3, but for the BELLS-GALLERY sample instead of SLACS.

Lens Name ∆ ln
ZBase

log10

[M sub
200 /M⊙]

∆ ln
ZLight

Light
∆ lnZ
De-
crease?

∆ ln
ZSource

Source
∆ lnZ
De-
crease?

∆ ln
ZBPL

∆ ln
ZMultipole

∆ ln
ZDecomp

Mass
∆ lnZ
De-
crease?

∆ ln
ZLos

Los
∆ lnZ
De-
crease?

∆ ln
ZFinal

Category

BELLS0755+3445 1287.01 11.98+0.02
−0.10 1360.14∗ ✗ 1268.78 ✓ 1155.44 860.44 889.39 ✓ 184.49 ✓ 1155.43 X

BELLS0918+5104 520.91 9.31+0.01
−0.01 323.52 ✓ 417.56∗ ✗ 250.44 248.04 193.93 ✓ 247.81 ✓ 248.04 X

BELLS0029+2544 278.85 10.99+0.12
−0.04 -164.99 ✓ 157.26∗ ✗ -1269.31 10.78 -35.81 ✓ -37.86 ✓ 24.74 X

BELLS0201+3228 -13.76 8.30+0.01
−0.01 −3.1∗ ✗ -62.65 ✓ −52.48∗ 38.39∗ 1.37∗ ✗ −44.7∗ ✗ -52.47 X

BELLS1226+5457 151.34 11.95+0.05
−0.24 96.47 ✓ 105.9 ✗ 97.29 72.0 97.33 ✓ 22.46 ✓ 79.08 Cand

BELLS1116+0915 110.36 6.68+1.19
−0.66 1.6 ✓ -0.36 ✗ None 1.32 0.9 ✗ -1.47 ✗ -0.35 ND

BELLS1110+2808 11.14 11.82+0.17
−3.90 4.37 ✗ 3.71 ✗ 0.32 1.03 3.98 ✗ -0.19 ✗ 0.32 ND

BELLS0742+3341 9.29 10.39+0.04
−0.19 7.59 ✗ -3.59 ✓ -2.58 -1.83 1.42 ✗ -1.03 ✗ -3.58 ND

BELLS1110+3649 6.0 9.77+0.43
−0.55 21.3∗ ✗ 12.65 ✗ 20.26 14.99 3.05 ✗ 10.82 ✗ 3.04 ND / FP-PL

BELLS0237-0641 5.64 6.91+2.20
−0.38 -8.41 ✓ -0.96 ✗ 0.75 3.74 2.1 ✗ 2.1 ✗ -0.95 ND

BELLS0856+2010 5.41 7.85+2.33
−1.08 9.14 ✗ -1.77 ✓ Demag -0.11 1.57 ✗ -0.09 ✗ 1.53 ND

BELLS1201+4743 1.25 8.650.96
−1.23 3.11 ✗ 20.36∗ ✗ 16.52 3.59 3.69 ✓ 25.58 ✗ 18.11 Cand

BELLS2228+1205 0.02 10.27+0.27
−0.05 1.46 ✗ 2.23 ✗ -2.0 -1.4 2.38 ✗ -2.0 ✗ 2.22 ND

BELLS0113+0250 -1.41 10.71+0.60
−0.05 29.99∗ ✗ 8.55 ✓ 11.37 -7.81 -1.0 ✓ -0.17 ✗ 8.55 ND

BELLS2342-0120 -7.09 8.20+2.59
−0.48 17.97∗ ✗ 16.61 ✗ 13.19 5.62 23.69 ✓ 2.81 ✓ 13.18 ND / FP-Los

BELLS1141+2216 -18.2 9.41+0.19
−0.32 −2.13∗ ✗ 3.86 ✗ 0.73 2.64 3.88 ✗ 10.08 ✗ 0.72 ND

Table 3. As Table 2, but for the BELLS-GALLERY sample instead of SLACS.

There will also be a more a subtle interplay between
the lens subtraction and leftover lensed source emission,
which to some degree will impact the DM subhalo infer-
ence. However, this is not responsible for the large changes
of ∆ lnZ > 10 considered here. We note also that variance
scaling (see Section 3.4.4) was intended to mitigate these
false positives, but is clearly insufficient in many lenses.

By removing lens light residuals via a GUI this source of
DM subhalo false positives is successfully mitigated against.
All remaining systematic tests therefore fit data which has
been treated in this way.

4.4 Subhalo Scanning With Different Source
Resolution

To investigate whether insufficient resolution of the source
reconstruction leads to false positives we perform fits using
source-only masks. These masks retain only image pixels
with significant lensed source emission, an example of which
is shown in Fig. 5. A GUI is used to mask the specific regions
of the data which contain lensed source emission. All pixels
outside of this custom mask are not ray-traced to the source
plane and therefore are not used to construct the Voronoi
mesh and reconstruct the source. This is in contrast to the
lens light cleaned data above, which retained the 3.5′′ cir-

cular mask. The pixels outside the custom mask therefore
also do not contribute to the χ2 given in Section 3.4.5. A
Voronoi mesh using a source-only mask therefore dedicates a
larger fraction of Voronoi cells to reconstructing the source’s
brighter central regions. The number of source pixels is also
fixed to 2500, the upper limit of the prior for previous fits
using a circular mask. The log evidence increase by includ-
ing a DM subhalo for fits using a source-only mask is defined
as ∆ lnZSource, which is compared to ∆ lnZLight to isolate
the dependence on the source resolution.

The fourth and sixth columns of Table 2 show the
∆ lnZLight and ∆ lnZSource values for SLACS. For four
lenses (ticks in column 7) a higher resolution source
model decreases ∆lnZ by more than 10 (∆ lnZLight −
∆ lnZSource > 10). This includes three lenses which go from
candidate DM subhalos to non-detections (∆ lnZLight > 10
and ∆ lnZSource < 10). Table 3 shows the same values for
BELLS-GALLERY, where for five lenses ∆lnZ decreases by
more than 10 and none switch from DM subhalo candidates
to non detections. The lens BELLS1201+4743, marked with
an asterix in column 6 of Table 3, switches from a DM non-
detection (∆ lnZLight < 10) to a candidate DM subhalo
(∆ lnZSource > 10).

Fig. 7 shows the lens subtracted images and
source reconstructions of SLACS0903+4116, a lens where

© 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–27
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Figure 5. Illustration of the data augmentation schemes used to

test for different systematics in the DM subhalo analysis, using

the example lens SLACS1430+4105 (the image with the default
3.5′′ mask is shown in Fig. 1). The left panel illustrates lens light

cleaned data, where image regions containing predominantly sig-

nal from the lens light have their signal replaced with Gaussian
noise, and their corresponding variances increased to arbitrarily

large values (meaning the pixels do not contribute to the likeli-

hood). These image-pixels are still ray traced to the source plane
and reconstructed by the Voronoi mesh. Lens light cleaned data

isolates whether lens light residuals are a systematic on the sub-

halo results (by comparing to fits using the default masks) and it
uses evidence increases denoted ∆ lnZLight. The right panel illus-

trates a source-only mask where the removed image-pixels are not
ray-traced to the source-plane at all. The source reconstruction

therefore dedicates more Voronoi cells to image pixels contain-

ing predominately the lensed source. Source-only masks isolate
whether insufficient source resolution impacts the subhalo result

(by comparing to fits using lens light-cleaned data) and evidence

increases are denoted ∆ lnZSource.

∆ lnZLight = 18.54 and ∆ lnZSource = 3.83. The higher
resolution source reconstruction produced using the source-
only mask reconstructs more structure, improving the over-
all lens analysis such that a DM subhalo is no longer
favoured.

The DM subhalo results therefore depend on the source
resolution. All remaining systematic tests therefore use
source-only masks.

4.5 Catastrophic Failures

Before considering results for different mass models, we
highlight four lenses where no mass model produces
a satisfactory fit: BELLS0755+3445, BELLS0918+5104,
BELLS0029+2544 and BELLS0201+3228. Fig. 8 shows the
four lenses, where the residuals exceed 6σ in a large fraction
of image-pixels containing the lensed source’s emission. For
the remaining 50 out of 54 lenses in our sample, the residu-
als of the lensed source are within ∼ 3σ. These four lenses
are catastrophic failures – the significant residuals indicate
that none of the lens models fitted in this work can attain
a good quality of fit. We assign them to the category X for
catastrophic failure and discard them from subsequent sec-
tions (noting that a DM subhalo is favoured in three of these
lenses). Ritondale et al. (2019b) discuss BELLS0755+3445
as a lens where their fit produced significant residuals.

4.6 Overall Subhalo Scanning Results

Using source-only masks, we compare the DM subhalo in-
ferences after fitting all five different mass models: the PL,

BPL, PL with multipoles, decomposed mass model and PL
with line-of-sight galaxies. Before comparing how different
mass models change the DM subhalo inference, we first con-
sider ∆ lnZFinal, which is the the highest lnZ value inferred
assuming any of the five mass models with a DM subhalo
minus the highest lnZ value inferred for any mass model
without a DM subhalo. ∆ lnZFinal is given in the second
last column of tables Table 2 and Table 3.

There are eight lenses which meet our criteria
∆ lnZFinal > 10. However, we assign 3 of these lenses as
non-detections, because they have line-of-sight galaxies or
post-merger features visible in their residuals, suggesting
the model favouring a DM subhalo is likely spurious. These
lenses have the category tag ”ND / Los” for non-detection
due to line-of-sight in the final column of tables Table 2 and
Table 3. We are therefore left with 5 DM subhalo candidates,
which are assigned the category ‘Cand’ for candidate and a
total of 45 non-detections, which are assigned the category
‘ND’.

A small subset of model-fits do not produce a physically
plausible lens model, instead inferring the demagnified solu-
tions described by Maresca, Dye & Li (2021). Their ∆ lnZ
values are omitted from the results and their corresponding
results table entries have the entry ‘Demag’. This occurred
for 11 fits in total: 8 out of 54 fits for the BPL, 2 out of
54 fits for the PL with multipoles and 1 out of 54 fits for a
decomposed mass model.

4.7 Subhalo Scanning Using Different Mass
Models

We now consider what impact assuming a different mass
model has. The log evidence increase for the BPL, PL
with multipoles and decomposed mass models, including
a DM subhalo, are denoted ∆ lnZBPL, ∆ lnZMultipole and
∆ lnZDecomp, respectively.

There are four lenses where a PL mass model favours a
DM subhalo (∆ lnZSource > 10) but at least one of the more
complex mass models does not and the final DM subhalo in-
ference disfavours a DM subhalo (∆ lnZFinal < 10). This oc-
curs in one lens for the BPL mass model (∆ lnZSource > 10
and ∆ lnZBPL < 10), in two lenses for the PL with internal
multipoles (∆ lnZSource > 10 and ∆ lnZMultipole < 10) and
two lenses for the decomposed mass model (∆ lnZSource >
10 and ∆ lnZDecomp < 10). These values sum to five because
this occurs for two different mass models in the same lens.

For these four lenses, Table 4 shows the Bayesian evi-
dence increase of the more complex mass models compared
to the simpler PL, before a DM subhalo is added to both.
For all four lenses this value is above 10, confirming that the
more complex mass model fits the lens better. The DM sub-
halo favoured in these four lenses when assuming a PL mass
model were therefore false positive, which fitting a more ac-
curate lens mass model removed. They are labeled FP-PL,
for ”False Positive Power-Law”, in the final column of tables
Table 2 and Table 3.

We looked for a visual indicator to explain why the
more complex mass models removes the DM subhalo de-
tection. Fig. 9 shows an attempt to do this using the
lens SLACS1430+4105, where the simpler PL mass model
favours a DM subhalo (∆ lnZSource = 13.40) but the more
complex decomposed model does not (∆ lnZDecomp = 6.54).
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Figure 6. How removing lens light subtraction residuals (by fitting lens light cleaned data) can remove DM subhalo candidates,

illustrated using SLACS2341+0000. The images (from left to right) are the observed image, lens subtracted image, normalized residuals

(after subtracting the lens and lensed source models from the data) and source reconstruction. The top row shows fits to the original
data and bottom row the lens light cleaned data. For SLACS2341+0000, the top row shows that the double Sérsic lens light subtraction

leaves significant residuals in the center and to the east, north and west of the image, because of non-symmetric emission indicative of

a post-merger. The source reconstruction (right panel) fits these lens light residuals, as it cannot distinguish lens and source emission.
This is why a DM subhalo is incorrectly favoured. The lens light cleaned data removes these lens light residuals, such that the source

reconstruction only reconstructs the source. The evidence for a DM subhalo in turn reduces significantly. In other lenses where a DM

subhalo candidate is removed by fitting the lens light cleaned data, similar residuals are seen if a double Sérsic lens light model is used
to subtract the lens light, but to a lesser degree. These are typically not due to post-merger features like in SLACS2341+0000, but other

irregular morphological features (e.g a central bulge or disk-like structure).
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Figure 7. How making the source reconstruction higher resolution (by using a source-only mask) may remove a DM subhalo candidate,

using the lens SLACS0903+4116. For this lens the default 3.5′′ mask gives ∆ lnZLight = 15.35, whereas the source-only mask gives
∆ lnZSO = 3.91. Fits using the default 3.5′′ mask (left panels) and source-only mask (right panels) are shown, showing the lens

subtracted image and Voronoi source mesh. Using a source only mask reconstructs the source using more Voronoi pixels, resolving source
structure such that the lens model no longer favours a DM subhalo.

Fig. 9 shows that the decomposed mass model infers a tan-
gential critical curve (white line) which is slightly extended
outwards compared to the PL mass model (black line).
When a DM subhalo is included with the PL (red line), the
tangential critical curve extends outwards in the same direc-
tion as the decomposed model, albeit to a much larger de-
gree. Adding a DM subhalo to the decomposed model has a
negligible impact on the tangential critical curve (not shown
for visual clarity). Adding a DM subhalo to the simpler
PL model and fitting a decomposed mass model (which is
favoured by the Bayesian evidence overall) therefore produce

stretching of the tangential critical curve in the same di-
rection. They therefore both change the ray-tracing around
the location the DM subhalo is detected, possibly explain-
ing why it produces a a false positive for the PL, but it is
certainly not conclusive.

There are two lenses where the PL mass model dis-
favoured a DM subhalo (∆ lnZSource < 10) but the decom-
posed mass model favoured one (∆ lnZDecomp > 10) and
a DM subhalo was favoured overall across all mass models
(∆ lnZFinal > 10). These lenses are SLACS0029-0055 and
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Figure 8. The four lenses which are catastrophic failures, based on their residuals exceeding of 3σ outliers across many image-pixels in

two or more lensed source images. The lensed subtracted images and normalized residuals of each lens are shown (a normalized residual

value indicates how much of a σ outlier the fit is).
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Figure 9. An attempt to visualize how making the lens mass
model more complex may remove a DM subhalo candidate, illus-

trated using the lens SLACS1430+4105. The PL plus shear mass
model gives ∆ lnZSource = 13.40, compared to ∆ lnZDecomp =

6.54 for a decomposed mass model which models separately the

stellar and dark components. Both panels show the observed im-
age, including the critical curves of the PL plus shear mass model
without a DM subhalo (black), with a DM subhalo (red), and

the decomposed mass model without a DM subhalo (white). The
right panel zooms in on the location where the PL plus shear

model favours a DM subhalo (red cross). Including a DM subhalo

or fitting a decomposed mass model expands the critical curves
outwards in the same direction, albeit the decomposed model ex-
pands to a much lesser degree

.

SLACS1029+0420 are both assigned as candidate DM sub-
halos and we discuss these lenses in detail in Section 5.

There are 8 lenses where the PL model disfavoured
a DM subhalo (∆ lnZSource < 10) but at least one of
the more complex mass models favoured one. However, in
these eight lenses, a DM subhalo was not favoured overall
(∆ lnZFinal < 10). This occurred once for the BPL, five
times for the PL with internal multipoles and four times
for the decomposed mass model. For these lenses, the PL
without a DM subhalo had higher values of lnZ than the

Lens Name Broken
Power-

Law

Power-
Law with

Multipoles

Decomposed

SLACS1250+0523 31.84

SLACS0959+0410 44.52

SLACS1430+4105 4.56 15.69

BELLS1110+3649 11.81

Table 4. In four lenses the PL mass model favoured a DM

subhalo but at least one of the three more complex mass models
(BPL, PL with multipoles, decomposed mass model) did not. This

table shows the inferred ∆ lnZ values for the complex mass model
minus ∆ lnZ inferred for the simpler PL (both models without a
subhalo). The values are inferred in the SH1 stage of the SLaM

pipeline. Values of ∆ lnZ > 10 indicate that the more complex

mass model is favoured over the PL, which occurs for all 4 lenses.

more complex mass models with or without a DM subhalo.
These eight lenses highlight that fitting a mass model which
is too complex to be justified given the data quality may
also produce false positive DM subhalo detections.

The inferred DM subhalo masses for the candidate
strong lenses are given in Table 5.

4.8 Line-of-Sight Galaxies

We now consider whether including line-of-sight galaxies in
the lens model changes the DM subhalo inference, by in-
specting results for the PL plus shear mass model with
line-of-sight galaxies included (see Section 3.3.6). We first
isolate all lenses where the PL with line-of-sight galax-
ies was favoured over all other mass models, by find-
ing those where their lnZ value is above 10 any of the
other four mass models. There are three lenses where
this is the case: BELLS0113+0250, BELLS2342-0120 and
BELLS1226+5457.
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Lens Name Broken

Power-

Law

Power-

Law with

Multipoles

Decomposed

SLACS0946+1006 8.62+2.15
−2.54 10.37+0.80

−0.51 10.37+0.80
−0.51

SLACS0029-0055 10.03+0.03
−0.03 10.03+0.03

−0.03

SLACS1029+0420 9.05+2.57
−3.04

BELLS1226+5457 11.67+0.18
−0.37 11.48+0.16

−0.35 10.96+0.27
−0.15

BELLS1201+4743 11.23+0.12
−0.20

Table 5. The inferred DM subhalo masses, log10[Msub
200 / M⊙],

for the five lenses in the ”Cand” category. Masses are shown

for the broken power-law, power-law with multipoles and decom-

posed mass models, which all include an external shear. Masses
are shown for the models where a DM subhalo is favoured above

our criteria of ∆ lnZ > 10. Errors quoted on log10[Msub
200 / M⊙]

are at 3σ confidence.
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Figure 10. Three lenses where adding a line-of-sight galaxy to

the lens model leads to a change of |∆ lnZLos − ∆ lnZSource| >
10. These lenses were judged via visual inspection to not have a
line-of-sight galaxy close enough to the lensed source that they

should have a noticeable impact on the lens model. Catastrophic

failures (see Section 4.5) are not included. Black stars mark the
centre of each line-of-sight galaxy, which are modeled with SIS

mass profiles fixed to those centers.

BELLS0113+0250 and BELLS2342-0120 are two of the
lenses shown in Fig. 2, which were judged to have nearby
line-of-sight galaxies just outside the lensed source. For
both lenses, including line-of-sight galaxies notably impacts
the DM subhalo inference. For BELLS2342-0120, the high-
est evidence mass model not including line-of-sight galaxies
is the BPL. It gives lnZ = 4588.00 without a DM sub-
halo and lnZ = 4601.19 with a DM subhalo, meaning we
would favour a DM subhalo. However, the PL with line-
of-sight galaxies not including a DM subhalo has an even
higher evidence (lnZ = 4601.68), meaning that we ulti-
mately disfavour a DM subhalo. For BELLS0113+0250, ig-
noring the model with line-of-galaxies means we would infer
∆lnZ = 8.55, which reduces to ∆lnZ = −0.17 when con-
sidering the model with line-of-sight galaxies.

There are nine lenses where ∆ lnZLos > 10, meaning
that the PL with line-of-sight galaxies favours a DM subhalo.
Four of these lenses are candidate subhalos. Two lenses be-
long to the FP-PL category, meaning the model favouring a
DM subhalo is likely a false positive due to the PL being too
simple. The remaining three lenses are examples where fit-
ting a mass model which is too complex to be justified given
the data quality can give a spurious DM detection. There
are 42 lenses remaining where the inclusion of line-of-sight
galaxies had no impact on the DM subhalo inference. This
includes three lenses in Fig. 2, which were judged to have
nearby line-of-sight galaxies just outside the lensed source.

5 Discussion

5.1 Expected Detections

We now estimate upper limits on the number of expected
DM subhalo detections for a ΛCDM Universe, via the sen-
sitivity analysis performed in Amorisco et al. (2022) and He
et al. (2022). Using PyAutoLens, these works simulated real-
izations of strong lens images which included subhalos, with
varying image-plane positions and masses, and quantified
how detectable they are. Both works assumed parametric
(cored) Sérsic sources, whereas this work uses Voronoi mesh
source reconstructions. Using parametric sources makes sub-
halos more detectable, therefore the expectations provided
by these sensitivity maps are upper limits and this work
should detect fewer DM subhalos in a CDM universe. We
quote values from their work where the threshold for a de-
tection is consistent with ours, a log Bayesian evidence dif-
ference of 10.

We first consider what is the lowest detectable DM sub-
halo mass our fits are sensitive to. Amorisco et al. (2022) find
that for HST-like data at a lensed source S/N of ∼ 50 we
are sensitive to DM subhalos of at least 109.0 M⊙. Extrap-
olations of forecasts in He et al. (2022) indicate that DM
subhalos of masses 109.0 M⊙ are detectable. These are con-
sistent with sensitivity mapping performed by Despali et al.
(2022) using a different lens modelling code (for a threshold
∆ lnZ = 10.0). The lowest detectable mass depends criti-
cally on the source S/N, and for many lenses our source S/N
is below 50, meaning their lowest detectable mass will be
above 109.0 M⊙. However, the majority of detections listed
in Table 2 and Table 3 are above masses of 1010.0 M⊙. The
masses of the candidate DM subhalos are therefore feasible
for our HST data.

We now consider upper limits on the expected num-
ber of detections for subhalos between masses of 1010.0 M⊙
and 1011.0 M⊙ in a CDM universe. At higher masses, their
reduced number counts means that the random chance of
alignment drives the probability of detection, as opposed to
data quality. For a sample with lens redshift zlens = 0.2 and
source redshift zsrc = 0.6, Amorisco et al. (2022) predicts
that there should be 0.025 detections per lens for subhalos
in the mass range 1010−11 M⊙ in the CDM case. For higher
lens and source redshifts, the expected number of detections
rises up to 0.1. They do not provide forecasts for masses
above 1011.0 M⊙, but the rarity of these objects means they
would not significantly change expectations.

For the simple lens model fitted in Section 4.2, which do
not address false positives due to the lens light and source
resolution, if we consider every candidate detection with an
inferred mass above 1010 M⊙ this gives a rate of 13 out of
37 or 0.351 detections per lens for SLACS and 7 out of 16 or
0.4375 detections per lens for BELLS-GALLERY. System-
atic associated with the double Sersic lens light model, low
resolution source and PL plus shear mass model therefore
led us to detect many more higher mass DM subhalos than
expected in CDM. After improving the lens and source mod-
els we were left with five DM subhalo candidates, a number
which does not exceed CDM expectations.
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5.2 Are any DM Subhalo Candidates Genuine?

A key result of this paper is that changing the lens galaxy
mass model changes the DM subhalo inference. For exam-
ple, we identified 4 out of 54 lenses where a PL mass model
produces a false positive removed by a more complex mass
model (category ‘FP-PL’) and two lenses where a decom-
posed mass model favours a DM subhalo when other mod-
els did not (category ‘Decomp’). Only 2 out of 54 lenses
favoured a DM subhalo for all five mass models fitted.
We cannot ascertain whether any DM subhalo candidate
is genuine – even for these two lenses, we cannot be certain
whether another hypothetical mass model not fitted in this
work would remove the DM subhalo detection.

To determine if they are genuine we must apply the
technique used in other studies (Koopmans 2005; Vegetti &
Koopmans 2009; Ritondale et al. 2019b; Vernardos & Koop-
mans 2022), where free-form pixelized corrections are added
to the lens’s gravitational potential. This confirms a DM
subhalo candidate is genuine by requiring that these correc-
tions reconstruct a local 2D overdensity in the lens’s conver-
gence, that is consistent with the parametric DM subhalo
inferred via lens modeling. In many lenses, the corrections
produce global changes to the convergence, indicating that
a DM subhalo candidate is actually accounting for a sys-
tematic in the lens model. Future work will assess our DM
subhalo candidates using this technique.

Whilst our study cannot determine if any DM subhalo
candidates are genuine, by considering the DM subhalo in-
ferences for different mass models we can gain insight on DM
subhalo strong lens analysis. We therefore now consider in
detail the different assumptions made by the different mass
models and relate this to how it changes our DM subhalo
results.

5.3 Removing DM Subhalo Candidates with a
More Complex Mass Model

We showed evidence of four lenses (see Table 4) where fitting
a more complex mass model (either a PL with multipoles or
decomposed mass model) did not favour a DM subhalo when
the simpler PL model did. In all four lenses, the inferred
Bayesian evidence for the more complex mass model was
above that of the PL (both without a DM subhalo) by over
10. These four lenses make up the category FP-PL for ‘False
Positive Power-Law’.

The cause of this behaviour is illustrated in He et al.
(2023, hereafter H23) using HST-like strong lens images sim-
ulated via a high resolution zoom-in cosmological simulation
(Richings et al. 2021) of a massive elliptical galaxy. H23
showed that a mismatch between the assumed lens mass
model and the simulated lens galaxy’s more complex under-
lying mass distribution could create a signal that resembles
the perturbing effect of a DM subhalo. In certain simulated
datasets, where a DM subhalo was not truly present, the
lens model favoured a DM subhalo with an increase of log
evidence of up to 30. The PL favoured a DM subhalo for all
five lenses in the FP-PL category with ∆ lnZSource ≃ 30 or
less.

Two of these lenses, SLACS1250-0523 and
SLACS1430+4105, were in the sample of three lenses
studied by Nightingale et al. (2019). The authors showed

that the stellar mass distribution of both lenses are com-
posed of two elliptical components with unique axis ratios
and position angles. When the authors fitted an SIE mass
model to SLACS1430+4105 its inferred position angle
went to a value between those inferred for each Sérsic.
They argued that the SIE model therefore adjusted its
orientation to try and capture the lens’s true complexity,
which is captured by the decomposed mass model. Their
study supports the argument that these two lenses have the
type of complex features in their mass distribution which
H23 showed cause false positive DM subhalo detections.
Work by Vegetti et al. (2014) also did not favour a DM
subhalo in SLACS1430+4105, supporting the false positive
interpretation.

Fitting more complex mass models can therefore
remove false positives by adding complexity that is
present in the lens’s true mass distribution. There-
fore, in 4 out of 54 lenses, or 7.4% of our sample, the
PL mass model produces false positive DM subhalo detec-
tions. Amongst these four lenses, the BPL removes one false
positive, the PL plus multipoles removes two and the de-
composed mass model removes two.

5.4 Creating DM Subhalo Candidates with a
Decomposed Mass Model

In Appendix B we showed that the PL lens mass model
‘absorbed’ genuine DM subhalo signals by adjusting the in-
ferred mass model parameters away from their true input
values. For the decomposed mass model, the centres, axis
ratios and position angles of the two Sérsic components rep-
resenting the decomposed model’s stellar mass are tied to
that of the lens galaxy’s light (each Sérsic component has
mass-to-light ratio and gradient parameters that are free to
vary). The restrictions this puts on the lens’s two dimen-
sional stellar mass distribution therefore may reduce this
subhalo absorption effect and make DM subhalos not de-
tected with the PL model detectable.

This is a plausible interpretation of the results for the
lenses SLACS0029-0055 and SLACS1029+0420, where a PL
mass model did not favour a DM subhalo but the decom-
posed mass model did, with values of ∆lnZFinal = 23.69
and ∆lnZFinal = 10.57 respectively. However, we cannot
be certain that the linking of light to mass in the decom-
posed mass model is a robust assumption. The decomposed
mass model could be creating a false positive due to some
form of missing complexity, in a similar fashion seen for the
four lenses discussed above. Fitting a decomposed mass
model, which better captures the lens’s true mass
distribution, may therefore make DM subhalos de-
tectable which are not detectable when fitting other
lens mass models. Future work will test this hypothesis by
applying the potential corrections described in Section 5.2
to these two lenses.

5.5 What Mass Model Complexity Is Missing?

The FP-PL category consists of four lenses where a DM sub-
halo was favoured for the PL model and disfavoured for the
PL with multipoles or decomposed mass model, and the lat-
ter had a higher overall evidence. When comparing to the
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BPL instead of the PL, the results do not change for any
of these lenses. The multipoles and decomposed mass mod-
els are therefore adding a form of complexity, not present
in the PL or BPL, which removes DM subhalo candidates.
These models add complexity to the mass distribution’s an-
gular structure, e.g., allowing azimuthal variations in the
projected density that vary with radius. In contrast, the
BPL only adds freedom radially. This is evidence that it
is missing complexity in the angular structure of lens mass
models which creates false positives DM subhalo candidates.
This is consistent with H23 and is discussed by Kochanek
(2021) in the context of measuring the Hubble Constant
with strong lenses.

Of these four lenses, there are two where the PL with
multipoles changed the DM inference and two where it was
the decomposed mass model. The PL with multipoles and
decomposed mass models therefore do not always give con-
sistent DM subhalo results, because they add angular struc-
ture to the mass distribution in different ways. The fourth
order multipole fitted in this work adds boxiness / diski-
ness to the mass distribution (Van De Vyvere et al. 2022a),
whereas the decomposed mass model allows for mass twists
and departures from a single axis-ratio Nightingale et al.
(2019).

Studies of local massive elliptical galaxies have revealed
a diversity of complex structures, including kinematically
distinct cores (Krajnović et al. 2011), boxy / disky isophotes
(Emsellem et al. 2011), isophotal twists and centre shifts
(Goullaud et al. 2018). Recent works have investigated what
impact these have on lens models (Cao et al. 2021; Van De
Vyvere et al. 2022a;b; Etherington et al. 2023a). Edge-on
disks have also been shown to cause false positive DM signals
(Hsueh et al. 2016; 2017; 2018)). These forms of complexity
add smoothly changing radial and azimuthal features to the
mass distribution, which the BPL, PL with multipoles and
decomposed models add in different ways.

Our results motivate the development of more com-
plex mass models that add azimuthal freedom (and to a
lesser degree, radial freedom) in a way that captures the
true complexity of all lens galaxies. However, it is unclear
how. Evaluating a mass model’s deflection angles typically
relies on it conforming to elliptical symmetry (e.g. that all
iso-convergence contours correspond to a single position an-
gle and axis ratio). Even if we are able to determine what
complexity is missing from the mass model, it remains to be
seen whether one can practically fit it as a parameterized
lens mass model. Future work will build-on the results of
this study in order to better understand what mass model
complexity is missing.

5.6 Potential Corrections

The potential corrections technique (Koopmans 2005; Veg-
etti & Koopmans 2009; Suyu et al. 2010; Vernardos &
Koopmans 2022) can provide key insight on the missing
mass model complexity (Powell et al. 2022). Performing
the potential corrections analysis (see Section 5.2) for dif-
ferent mass models and comparing the results will facili-
tate progress, because the complexity included and omitted
should be reflected in the potential corrections themselves.

This raises an important question, how well do the po-
tential corrections perform in a regime where a DM subhalo

is present, but there is also missing complexity in the lens
mass model? In this scenario, the lensing signal produced by
a DM subhalo will be superimposed with the signal produced
by missing complexity in the lens mass model. Would the
potential corrections reproduce the local DM subhalo sig-
nal and simultaneously correct the mass model on a global
scale, or would a degenerate solution be inferred such that
the DM subhalo is rejected? This scenario is considered by
Galan et al. (2022) who use wavelets to perform a multi-scale
potential correction on simulated lenses. Their analysis in-
dicates the signals are separable because they operate on
different physical scales.

5.7 What about Line of Sight Galaxies?

There are two lenses where including line-of-sight galaxies
had a meaningful impact on the DM subhalo inference, both
of which had bright galaxies within ∼ 1.0” of the lensed
source. There are three more lenses which had bright galax-
ies this close, but their inclusion did not change the DM
subhalo inference. For the remaining 49 lenses, models in-
cluding line-of-sight galaxies were fitted, but these objects
were typically ∼ 3.0” or more from the lens and relatively
faint. Provided line-of-sight galaxies are sufficiently far from
the lens they therefore do not impact the DM subhalo in-
ference, at least for HST quality data. Future work could
quantify this more precisely, by estimating the masses of
the line-of-sight galaxies from their luminous emission.

5.8 Subhalo Masses

H23 show that an overly simplistic mass model can lead
to overestimates of M sub

200 by a factor of ∼ 4. Given the
uncertainty surrounding whether our DM subhalo candi-
dates are genuine, interpreting their inferred masses, which
are given in Table 5, is difficult. We therefore focus on
SLACS0946+1006, a confirmed DM subhalo (Vegetti et al.
2010), which passed our detection criteria for all mass mod-
els (category A). Our 3σ confidence intervals for M sub

200 – with
each of the different lens mass models (which all include an
external shear) – are:

• PL: M sub
200 = 1.00+0.32

−0.25 × 1011M⊙,

• BPL: M sub
200 = 3.42+2.61

−1.93 × 1011M⊙

• PL with multipoles: M sub
200 = 2.51+1.71

−1.1 × 1011M⊙

• Decomposed mass model: M sub
200 = 0.85+0.87

−0.59 × 1011M⊙

• PL with line-of-sight galaxies: M sub
200 = 2.53+3.72

−1.77 ×
1011M⊙.

The M sub
200 estimates therefore vary depending on the

mass model, with the BPL value inconsistent with the PL.
We anticipate that attempts to constrain more subtle DM
properties like the subhalo’s concentration will be more im-
pacted by this degeneracy with the lens mass model (Mi-
nor et al. 2021a). Understanding the missing complexity in
strong lens mass models is important for ensuring that DM
subhalo mass measurements are accurate.

Even if our mass models were perfect, the mass esti-
mates quoted in this work for any genuine DM subhalo have
additional potential systematics. Our DM subhalo model
assumes they lie on the mass-concentration relation from
Ludlow et al. (2016) and we will overestimate the mass of
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any genuine DM subhalo which is more concentrated than
this relation (because more concentrated NFW halos have
a higher central density, making their perturbations to the
lensing more prominent, see Amorisco et al. 2022). This is
also shown by Minor et al. (2021a;b). DM subhalos may also
be at a different redshift to the lens, which can also lead to
an incorrect mass estimate (Li et al. 2017; Despali et al.
2018; He et al. 2022; Amorisco et al. 2022; Despali et al.
2022).

5.9 Improving Other Aspects of Lens Models

The evidence favouring a DM subhalo decreased by more
than 10 when: (i) residuals from an inadequate lens light
subtraction were removed in 12 out of 54 lenses; (ii) the
source reconstruction resolution was increased in 7 out of 54
lenses. We identified this by refitting each lens with simple
changes to the imaging data and masks, similar to those
used by other studies (Vegetti et al. 2014; Ritondale et al.
2019b). Improving PyAutoLens to mitigate these systematics
is also straight forward, for example using more flexible lens
light models (e.g. basis functions Tagore & Jackson 2016)
and optimizing the code to reconstruct sources at higher
resolution.

5.10 Comparison with Other Works

We now compare to studies by Vegetti et al. (2010), Veg-
etti et al. (2014) and Ritondale et al. (2019b) who search
for subhalos in the SLACS and BELLS-GALLERY samples.
These works use lens light subtracted images, source-only
masks and a PL mass model, thus our ∆ lnZSource values
are the most suitable to compare. In certain lenses these
studies include line-of-sight galaxies, meaning that we com-
pare ∆ lnZLos values.

Vegetti et al. (2010) present the detection of a DM sub-
halo in the lens system SLACS0946+1006, for which we
infer ∆ lnZSource = 72.36 and assign it as a DM subhalo
candidate. Our inferred values of (x, y) = (−1.22,−1.28)
are consistent with the values presented in Vegetti et al.
(2010). Comparing subhalo mass is less straightforward,
because Vegetti et al. (2010) assume a psuedo-Jaffe den-
sity profile whereas we assume an NFW. The pseudo-Jaffe
parameterization is more centrally dense than the NFW,
such that a factor of ∼ 10 difference is expected between
their inferred masses (Vegetti et al. 2018). The mass of
M sub

200 = 1.00+0.32
−0.25 × 1011M⊙ for our NFW subhalo model

is therefore qualitatively above what one would have pre-
dicted by converting their pseudo-Jaffe inferred value of
3.51 × 109M⊙ to an NFW. Our results therefore agree with
Vegetti et al. (2010).

Vegetti et al. (2014) analyse the following 11
SLACS lenses: SLACS0252+0039, SLACS0737+3216,
SLACS0956+5100, SLACS0959+4416, SLACS1023+4230,
SLACS1205+4910, SLACS1430+4105, SLACS1627-0053,
SLACS2238-0754, SLACS2300+0022. They report no DM
substructure detection for every system. All of these lenses
are in our SLACS sample except SLACSJ0959+4416, which
we removed due to a poor lens light subtraction. Our highest
∆ lnZSource value for a lens in common with this sample
(omitting SLACS0946+1006) is SLACS0956+5100 with a

value of ∆ lnZSource = 23.35. We infer ∆ lnZSource > 10
for one more shared lens, SLACS1430+4105. To claim a
DM subhalo detection, Vegetti et al. (2014) require that
the Bayesian evidence increases by 50. Therefore, for all 10
overlapping lenses we are in agreement.

Ritondale et al. (2019b) analyse 17 lenses from the
BELLS-GALLERY sample, of which 16 are shared with
our sample (we removed a system with two lens galax-
ies). In 3 lenses they find that the addition of a sub-
halo in the lens model increases the Bayesian evidence
by more than 100; BELLS0742+3341, BELLS0755+3445
and BELLS1110+3649. For these three lenses we infer
∆ lnZSource values of −3.59, 1268.78 and 12.65 respec-
tively. We attribute BELLS0755+3445 as a catastrophic fail-
ure and Ritondale et al. (2019b) specifically discuss this
as a lens with an inaccurate mass model that causes a
spurious DM subhalo inference. We find ∆ lnZSource >
100.0 in three more lenses which we class as catas-
trophic failures, BELLS0918+5104, BELLS0029+2544 and
BELLS0201+32284, which are not mentioned specifically by
Ritondale et al. (2019b). In the lens BELLS1226+5457 we
infer ∆ lnZSource = 105.90, which is reported below 100 in
Ritondale et al. (2019b).

There are differences between our results and those of
Ritondale et al. (2019b). Assessing the cause for discrep-
ancy is difficult. BELLS-GALLERY source galaxies are com-
pact Lyman-alpha emitters (Shu et al. 2016; Ritondale et al.
2019a) which for fits to simulated lenses with similar source
properties highlighted the need for higher source resolution
(see Appendix B4). Therefore the differences are likely due
to how each work approaches the source analysis. Although
PyAutoLens and the method of Ritondale et al. (2019b) are
similar, there are differences in their implementation and
the regularization schemes that are applied. More detailed
study is warranted, especially in light of the systematics
highlighted by Etherington et al. (2022) where stochasticity
in the construction of the source can produce large spikes in
the log likelihood.

6 Summary

In this work, we scan for DM subhalos in 54 strong lenses im-
aged by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST): twice as many
as have been previously attempted (Vegetti et al. 2014; Ri-
tondale et al. 2019b). To achieve this, we successfully devel-
oped a predominantly automated data processing pipeline,
based on open-source lens modeling software PyAutoLens.
By comparing lens models with and without DM subha-
los, we infer the probability that each lens contains a DM
substructure. Tested on idealized mock HST images of 16
lenses, our method correctly identifies DM substructures of
mass > 109.5M⊙ (the expected sensitivity of HST Amorisco
et al. 2022; He et al. 2022; Despali et al. 2022) without false
positives, provided that the source galaxy reconstruction has
sufficiently high resolution.

We identify five DM subhalo candidates, including one
previously identified in the lens SLACS0946+1006 (Vegetti
et al. 2010). For two candidates fits using simpler models
for the lens’s mass did not favour a DM subhalo, but more
complex mass models which use separate components for the
stars and dark matter do. Future work will extend these fits
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using a pixel-grid based technique for the lens’s gravitational
potential (Koopmans 2005; Vegetti & Koopmans 2009), in
order to definitively determine whether any of these can-
didates are genuine DM subhalo detections. We identify a
total of 45 non-detections, which are vital for overcoming
Poisson statistics when constraining DM models (Despali
et al. 2022).

We demonstrate that changing the complexity of the
lens galaxy’s mass model has a dramatic impact on the
DM subhalo inference. Because our software is highly au-
tomated, we have been able to fit five different parametric
forms for the lens’s mass which are used in the literature:
(i) power-law (Tessore & Metcalf 2015); (ii) broken power-
law (O’Riordan, Warren & Mortlock 2019; 2020; 2021); (iii)
power-law including internal multipoles (Chu et al. 2013);
(iv) decomposition of the lens into stellar and dark compo-
nents (Nightingale et al. 2019) and; (v) a power-law where
the mass of nearby line-of-sight galaxies is also accounted
for. An external shear term is included in all models.

We demonstrate that fits assuming a more complex
model for the lens’s mass distribution may: (i) favour the
inclusion of a DM subhalo when fits assuming a simpler lens
mass model do not (2 out of 54 lenses) and; (ii) remove
false positive DM subhalo detections found when assuming
a simpler lens mass model (6 out of 54 lenses). The inferred
DM subhalo masses also depend on the mass model that we
assume.

We believe that the main form of complexity missing
in our lens mass models was in their azimuthal structure,
and that effort must be placed on developing lens models
that add this. If done correctly, the pay-off could be huge
– enabling studies that are more sensitive to DM
subhalos of lower masses than previously forecasted
and which are devoid of false positive detections.

The importance of automating strong lensing analysis
will increase in future surveys. Several hundred lenses will be
required for competitive constraints on DM physics (Vegetti
et al. 2018; Amorisco et al. 2022; He et al. 2022; Despali
et al. 2022); and thousands (or tens of thousands) of lenses
will soon be discovered by the James Webb Space Telescope,
Euclid, and Roman Space Telescopes (Collett 2015). These
exquisite datasets and large lens samples will allow us to test
ΛCDM on smaller scales of the Universe than ever before.

Software Citations

This work uses the following software packages:

• PyAutoFit (Nightingale, Hayes & Griffiths 2021b)
• PyAutoGalaxy (Nightingale et al. 2023a)
• PyAutoLens (Nightingale & Dye 2015; Nightingale, Dye

& Massey 2018; Nightingale et al. 2021)
• Astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013; Price-

Whelan et al. 2018)
• Colossus (Diemer 2018)
• Corner.py (Foreman-Mackey 2016)
• Dynesty (Speagle 2020)
• Matplotlib (Hunter 2007)
• Numba (Lam, Pitrou & Seibert 2015)
• NumPy (van der Walt, Colbert & Varoquaux 2011)
• Python (Van Rossum & Drake 2009)
• Scikit-image (Van der Walt et al. 2014)

• Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011)
• Scipy (Virtanen et al. 2020)
• SQLite (Hipp 2020)

Data Availability

Analysis results are publically available at https://github.
com/Jammy2211/autolens_subhalo.
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A Regularization Formalism

The linear regularization matrix H used in Warren & Dye
2003 and Nightingale & Dye (2015) is derived following the
formalism given in Seiler & Seiler (1989), where H = BTB
and the matrix B stores the regularization pattern of source
pixels with one another. For example, to regularize a source
pixel with its neighbor, assuming that pixel one is a neigh-
bour of pixel two, and two of three, etc., the matrix Bx is
given as
−1 1 0 0 ...
0 −1 1 0 ...
0 0 −1 1 ...
... ... ... ... ...

 . (A1)

For gradient regularization on an N × N square grid, this
matrix gives the regularization of source pixels across the x-
direction, where every N elements will be a row of zeros. This
matrix then gives a regularization matrix Hx = Bx

TBx. For
regularization in the y-direction, a second By matrix is gen-
erated, where the values of negative one are again across the
diagonal and the values of positive ones are every N elements
across from this, with the final N rows all zeros. By is then
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used to compute a second regularization matrix Hy = By
TBy,

which is added to the first to give the overall regularization
matrix H = Hx + Hy. Gradient regularization used in this
work follows the same pattern, but computes around 5-10
H matrices corresponding to regularization across all neigh-
boring Voronoi vertex indices.

DM subhalo results use a scheme which adapts the de-
gree of smoothing to the reconstructed source’s luminous
emission. First, an estimate of the flux that will be recon-
structed by each Voronoi cell is computed using a previous
model of the lensed source emission, Ξj , as

vi =

∑K
k=1 w ΞSrc,k

K
, (A2)

where the summation is over the K image-pixels allocated to
each Voronoi source pixel and w is given by Eq. (13). Each
element in v⃗ is divided by K to normalize for the number
of allocated image pixels, thereby ensuring that the source
pixels which (by chance) are allocated more image pixels
do not receive a higher value of vi than those which are
allocated fewer. The vector V⃗ is then computed, where each
element is given by

Vi =

[
vi

vmax

]LLum

. (A3)

Each element is divided by the maximum value of v⃗ to scale
all values between zero and one and raised to the power of
the hyper-parameter LLum. V⃗ is then used to compute the
luminosity-weighted regularization value of each source pixel
as

Λi = λSrcVi + λBG(1 − Vi), (A4)

therefore leading to two regularization coefficients λSrc and
λBG, which are both free parameters.

To perform luminosity weighted regularization, the 1D
vector of regularization coefficients Λ⃗ (see Eq. (A4)) is folded
into the computation of H. The B⃗ matrices above are rede-
fined to include each pixel’s effective regularization coeffi-
cient, λeff , as BΛ = Λ⃗B, where Λ⃗ is given by Eq. (A4). The
corresponding regularization matrix is then HΛ = BT

ΛBΛ.
We use the PyAutoLens regularization scheme

AdaptiveBrightnessSplit. This scheme also regular-
izes the source pixel values by interpolating values at a
cross of surrounding points, which depends on the size
of each source pixel and is independent of the number
of connecting neighbours between source pixels, which
can be unstable. Explicitly, the regularization term of
the AdaptiveBrightnessSplit is given by (following the
expression of Warren & Dye 2003)

GL =

J∑
j=1

{ [sj − s̃ (xj + lj , yj + lj)]
2

+ [sj − s̃ (xj − lj , yj + lj)]
2

+ [sj − s̃ (xj + lj , yj − lj)]
2

+ [sj − s̃ (xj − lj , yj − lj)]
2},

(A5)

where sj is the value of the source pixel j (at position
(xj , yj)). s̃ (x, y) is the natural neighbor interpolating func-
tion given by {sj}Jj=0. lj is the Voronoi “length” of the j-th
source pixel which is defined as the square root of the area
of j-th source pixel (Voronoi cell), Aj . With the expression

of GL, the regularization matrix H is then derived as (see
Eq. 13 of Warren & Dye 2003)

Hi,j =
1

2

∂GL

∂si∂sj
. (A6)

This regularization scheme is similar to what is used in the
work of Vegetti & Koopmans (2009). The difference is that
Vegetti & Koopmans (2009) compute the difference between
the value at a Delaunay vertex and the (barycentrically) in-
terpolated values at associated intersecting points of hor-
izontal (vertical) lines and Delaunay edges, while here we
compute the value at a Voronoi vertex and the (natural
neighboring) interpolated values at positions separated by
the associated Voronoi “length”.

B Simulated Data Results

B1 Simulations

We test our lens modelling and subhalo scanning pipelines
on a sample of 16 simulated lenses. For every lens we assume
a lens galaxy and subhalo (when included) at z = 0.5, and
a source at z = 1.0. Each lens galaxy is simulated using
two centrally aligned Sérsic profiles and a PL mass profile.
Sources are simulated using either a single Sérsic profile or
a superposition of between 1 and 6 elliptical Elson, Fall &
Freeman (1987, hereafter EFF) profiles,

IEFF(ξ) = Ic(1 + r2/r2c )−η, (B1)

where rc is a scale factor that relates the profile to the cir-
cular half light radius and η controls the intensity gradient
of the profile. The EFF profile is used by Cornachione et al.
(2018) to model the BELLS-GALLERY source galaxies, and
we adopt parameter values representative of their results.
We assume η = 1.5 for all simulated sources.

We simulate four baseline models of lens light, lens mass
and source light (see Table B1 and Table B2). The same
mass model is used to simulate lenses one and three, which
forms a nearly complete Einstein ring but with either a single
Sérsic source or six EFF profiles. For each lens, we create
4 mock images with subhalos of mass 1010.5M⊙, 1010.0M⊙,
109.5M⊙ or where the subhalo is omitted. The (xsub, ysub)
coordinates of each subhalo are chosen to be near or on top
of the lensed source’s emission, to ensure they perturb the
source’s emission significantly enough to be detectable and
thus able to test our subhalo scanning analysis.

The 4 images including a 1010.5M⊙ subhalo are shown
in Fig. B1, where the subhalo locations are shown by a black
star. Each simulated image has a resolution and signal-to-
noise representative of the HST imaging of strong lenses we
fit in this work. For Lens1 and Lens2 (which assume a single
Sérsic source) we assume a pixel-scale of 0.05′′. For Lens3
and Lens4 (which assume EFF profiles for the source) we
assume 0.04′′. These pixel-scales are the resolution of the
SLACS and BELLS-GALLERY HST images respectively.
To create the images of the lens and source emission an it-
erative grid is used. This first evaluates each light profile
(including ray-tracing if it is in the source-plane) at the cen-
tre of each image pixel. It then evaluates the profiles using
higher resolution sub-grids within each image-pixel, in incre-
ments of 11 × 11, 21 × 21, 31 × 31, up to 301 × 301. A pixel
intensity is computed until it reaches a fractional accuracy
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Figure B1. The simulated strong lens images we use to test PyAutoLens’s subhalo analysis. Strong lens configurations include a

quadruply imaged Einstein ring (Lens1 and Lens3) and two doubly imaged sources (Lens2 and Lens4). The source is either a single
Sérsic profile (Lens1 and Lens2) or between one and six Elson, Fall & Freeman (1987) light profiles (Lens3 and Lens4). Each simulated

image includes a 1010.5M⊙ subhalo at the location marked by the black star. Images including a subhalo at these locations with masses

of 1010.0M⊙ and 109.5M⊙ and without a subhalo are also fitted in this work.

Lens Name xmass

(′′)
ymass

(′′)
ϵmass

1 ϵmass
2 θmass

Ein

(′′)
γmass γext

1 γext
2 xsub (′′) ysub (′′)

Lens1 0.0 0.0 -0.023 0.0115 1.926 2.073 0.05 0.0 0.3 1.9
Lens2 0.0 0.0 0.019 0.109 1.1 1.9 -0.007 0.006 0.5 1.34
Lens3 0.0 0.0 -0.023 0.0115 1.926 2.073 0.05 0.0 0.3 1.9
Lens4 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.15 1.4 2.1 0.0 0.05 -1.25 0.6

Table B1. The parameters of the mass models of the simulated lenses.

of 99.9999% compared to the value computed using the pre-
vious sub-grid. This image has a uniform background sky
added to it, is blurred with a Gaussian PSF with σ = 0.05′′,
has Poisson noise added, and then the input background sky
subtracted.

This mock sample is idealized, in that the same lens
light model (a double Sersic) and mass model (a PL plus
shear) used to simulate each lens is assumed when we fit it.
The primary purpose of this exercise is to build confidence
that our method does not produce false positives in this ide-
alized setup, and determine to what masses it can accurately
recover input DM subhalos.

B2 Results

This section presents the results of fitting the 16 simulated
lenses with our subhalo scanning pipeline. We perform 2
independent fits to every lens using a Voronoi mesh with
the default 3.5′′ circular mask and an annular mask, where
the outer and inner radii are chosen to be small whilst still
containing all lensed source emission and the lens light sub-
traction is fixed to the maximum likelihood lens light model
inferred using a circular mask. Table B3 shows the inferred
∆ lnZ values for every lens, and the inferred subhalo lo-
cations and masses for the annular mask fits, with errors
quoted at 3σ confidence intervals.

We begin with the subhalo scanning results for the 4
simulated lenses which do not contain a DM subhalo, to
verify that our analysis does not produce false positives.
The first, fifth, ninth and thirteenth rows of Table B3 show
the inferred ∆ lnZ values for each fit. For Lens1, Lens2 and
Lens3 fits using either a circular or annular mask produce
∆ lnZBase < 10.0 and therefore correctly do not favour the
inclusion of a DM subhalo in the lens model. However, for

Lens4, the subhalo scan using the 3.5′′ circular mask infers
∆ lnZBase = 15.25, incorrectly favouring a DM subhalo even
though one is not present in the data. The corresponding an-
nular mask result infers ∆ lnZVor = 2.34, which is correctly
below 10. Complex and compact sources (similar to those in
BELLS-GALLERY) therefore may produce false positives
when there is insufficient resolution in the source mesh to
resolve it. In the main paper, fits are therefore performed to
the HST data using source-only masks which dedicate higher
resolution to the source reconstruction (annular masks are
not used in the main paper due to lens light residuals re-
quiring a more bespoke masking scheme to remove them).
For the simulated lens results, we discuss hereafter only fits
using annular masks.

The ∆ lnZ values for the 12 other lenses which include
subhalos of mass 109.5M⊙, 1010.0M⊙ or 1010.5M⊙ are also
shown in Table B3. Fig. B2 shows their corresponding 5× 5
subhalo grid searches for the Voronoi mesh with an an-
nular mask. For all four lenses in our sample including a
1010.5M⊙ subhalo, a model including a subhalo is favoured,
with ∆ lnZBase values of 186.58, 15.3, 638.2 and 89.54.
Three 1010.0M⊙ subhalos are also recovered with ∆ lnZBase

values of 39.89, 7.57, 108.11 and 18.24. The 109.5M⊙ sub-
halos are recovered in Lens1 and Lens3 with ∆ lnZBase val-
ues of 17.67 and 33.75. Provided the detection criteria of
∆ lnZ > 10.0 is met, the subhalo positions are recovered in
all but one lens and masses are recovered – in all but three
lenses – within the 3σ credible regions of the posteriors. For
these three lenses, the masses are close to the input, but
are offset due to a slightly inaccurate lens mass model (see
Appendix B4).

When a subhalo is present in the data, cells away from
the subhalo’s true location may show smaller increases in ev-
idence, both in the cells neighbouring the true subhalo and
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Lens Name x (′′) y (′′) ϵ1 ϵ2 I R /
rc

n

Lens1 0.01 0.01 -0.05555 0.096225 0.3 0.3 2.5
Lens2 0.3 0.2 -0.060356 -0.165828 0.8 0.15 2.5
Lens3 0.0285 0.0404 -0.24647 -0.20769 11.585 0.03899

0.0711 0.1947 0.07803 0.00936 8.911 0.01015
-0.0792 0.0760 -0.35274 0.18159 6.3651 0.02594
0.0977 0.0726 -0.23621 -0.25923 5.5818 0.04237
-0.0020 0.0020 0.51173 -0.36744 2.254 0.02441
0.1131 0.0515 0.53965 0.05310 1.029 0.0336

Lens4 -0.2 0.02 0.53965 0.05310 1.029 0.0336

Table B2. The parameters of the source parameters of the simulated lenses. Lens1 and Lens2 correspond to Sersic parameters, whereas

Lens3 and Lens4 are Elson, Free and Fall parameters.

Lens
Name

Subhalo
Mass

∆ lnZBase

(Circular
Mask)

∆ lnZBase

(Annular
Mask)

xsub [arcsec] ysub [arcsec] log10

[M sub
200 /M⊙]

∆ lnLBase

(No
Interpola-
tion)

∆ lnLBase

(Linear
Regulariza-
tion)

∆ lnLBase

(Both)
lnZBase

(Annular
Mask)

lnLBase

(Both)
lnLBase

(Linear
Regulariza-
tion)

lnLBase

(No
Interpola-
tion)

Lens1 No Subhalo -1.57 1.7 0.92+1.84
−1.32 1.24+1.42

−1.76 9.34+0.69
−3.11 -0.18 -1.11 -2.1 8491.03 7782.59 7862.74 8468.02

Lens1 109.5M⊙ 12.91 17.67 1.88+0.65
−0.15 0.21+0.18

−0.20 9.59+0.27
−0.34 3.35 28.26 16.75 8565.95 7897.7 7975.78 8543.27

Lens1 1010.0M⊙ 30.42 39.89 1.78+0.17
−0.13 0.27+0.07

−0.06 9.90+0.21
−0.28 33.78 33.13 33.24 8451.39 7788.9 7873.59 8434.49

Lens1 1010.5M⊙ 181.04 186.58 1.89+0.11
−0.08 0.31+0.05

−0.04 10.43+0.10
−0.13 119.8 202.16 177.6 8610.81 7961.62 8038.45 8581.56

Lens2 No Subhalo 0.76 0.45 0.89+1.32
−2.55 2.26+2.30

−2.57 8.47+2.47
−2.41 -0.19 13.35 -0.22 10319.48 8659.13 8737.79 10276.96

Lens2 109.5M⊙ 12.12 3.71 −0.53+1.22
−1.22 1.72+1.73

−2.46 10.66+0.33
−4.05 3.56 17.52 1.28 10245.35 8525.47 8690.09 10199.79

Lens2 1010.0M⊙ 15.6 7.57 1.48+1.16
−0.40 0.44+0.24

−0.70 9.95+0.48
−1.44 5.05 3.87 12.25 10277.55 8599.48 8731.97 10234.11

Lens2 1010.5M⊙ 12.83 15.3 1.50+0.17
−0.20 0.50+0.14

−0.11 10.35+0.38
−0.60 16.95 14.25 56.05 10309.66 8522.58 8556.9 10278.37

Lens3 No Subhalo 5.68 4.62 −1.81+1.82
−2.68 0.10+2.20

−1.68 8.04+1.52
−2.03 0.06 -6.14 -1.39 13846.96 12640.44 12833.41 13817.07

Lens3 109.5M⊙ 58.99 33.75 1.95+0.21
−0.31 0.41+0.25

−0.12 9.43+0.38
−0.32 13.51 37.86 38.01 13895.6 12756.99 12908.08 13882.19

Lens3 1010.0M⊙ 128.92 108.11 1.90+0.09
−0.09 0.27+0.06

−0.05 9.87+0.18
−0.13 57.36 123.86 107.06 13872.69 12697.12 12893.02 13846.19

Lens3 1010.5M⊙ 431.22 638.2 1.95+0.07
−0.04 0.33+0.04

−0.03 10.70+0.09
−0.08 274.93 595.63 531.53 13867.75 12788.37 12918.48 13865.25

Lens4 No Subhalo 15.25 2.34 −0.16+1.71
−2.12 1.17+2.17

−2.52 8.09+2.45
−1.76 -0.08 3.93 -1.1 15447.45 14188.7 14285.39 15416.03

Lens4 109.5M⊙ 34.71 3.61 0.71+0.85
−1.38 −1.30+1.54

−1.58 9.05+1.52
−2.56 0.96 32.49 12.93 15370.66 14119.52 14191.89 15343.7

Lens4 1010.0M⊙ 53.36 18.24 0.70+0.05
−0.18 −1.28+0.12

−0.10 9.79+0.29
−0.32 10.8 10.9 29.02 15394.6 14146.35 14201.78 15372.61

Lens4 1010.5M⊙ 186.26 89.54 0.63+0.05
−0.04 −1.43+0.11

−0.16 10.38+0.15
−0.24 70.11 105.94 111.36 15195.02 14003.25 14080.38 15216.3

Table B3. The results for fits to the simulated strong lens sample, including Bayesian evidence increases ∆ lnZ of the subhalo scanning

analysis where log evidence increases are computed compared to the lens model fitted without a subhalo. All mass models assume a
PL plus shear and a lens light subtraction consisting of two Sérsic profiles. Columns 3 and 4 show results using the baseline Voronoi

source analysis, which includes natural neighbor interpolation and brightness based regularization. Column 3 shows ∆ lnZBase using

a 3.5′′ circular mask and column 4 for an annular mask. Columns 5 to 7 show the inferred subhalo location xsub, ysub and mass
log10[Msub

200 / M⊙] for the fit using an annular mask, where errors are quoted at 3σ credible regions. The true input subhalo coordinates

(xsub, ysub) for each lens are: Lens1 = (0.3′′, 1.9′′), Lens2 = (0.5′′, 1.34′′), Lens3 = (0.3′′, 1.9′′) and Lens4 = (−1.25′′, 0.6′′). Columns

8, 9 and 10 show results for three source analysis variants (all using annular masks), which respectively: (i) switch off Voronoi natural
neighbor interpolation such that every image sub-pixel maps to only one source-pixel; (ii) use linear regularization (see Warren & Dye

(2003) and Nightingale & Dye (2015)) instead of brightness based adaptive regularization and; (iii) make both changes simultaneously.

The final 4 columns show the overall Bayesian evidence values, lnZ, inferred for all four source analysis variants in the final model fit
which includes a DM subhalo. These can be compared to choose the optimal source analysis.

further away but in proximity to the lensed source’s emis-
sion. For example, in the top-right panel of Fig. B2 (Lens1
with a 1010.5M⊙ DM subhalo) values of ∆ lnZBase > 150 are
seen surrounding the true subhalo (black star), but values of
∆ lnZBase > 50 are also seen towards the bottom-right and
bottom-left of the grid. These models infer subhalo masses
above or below the true input value in order to produce
a lensing signal that is similar to the signal produced by
the true DM subhalo. These are not false positives, because
they are due to a subhalo being truly present somewhere in
the data. Models which assume a subhalo offset from a true
subhalo can therefore mimic its perturbing effect by rescal-
ing its mass. The same behaviour is discussed in He et al.
(2023) and therefore must be considered when interpreting
the SLACS and BELLS-GALLERY lenses. This also high-
lights the multimodality of the lens model parameter space

and demonstrates why our grid-search of dynesty fits re-
moves it.

Our subhalo analysis therefore successfully detect DM
subhalos down to masses of at least 109.5M⊙ for HST-quality
data. It does not infer false positives, provided there is suffi-
cient resolution in the source reconstruction. These conclu-
sions are only valid for simulated data where the parametric
lens light and mass models used to simulate the images are
the same as those used to fit them.

B3 Justification of Source Analysis

Columns 8, 9, and 10 of Table B3 show subhalo scanning
results for fits using annular masks and the following source
analysis variants: (i) switching off Voronoi natural neigh-
bor interpolation such that each image sub-pixel maps to
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Figure B2. The Bayesian evidence increases ∆ lnZBase inferred by the subhalo scan for every simulated lens. Fits use a Voronoi mesh
source reconstruction, annular masks and a power-law plus shear model with and without a subhalo. Each panel shows a 5 × 5 grid of
dynesty non-linear searches where the green and red overlay shows ∆ lnZBase values. The input subhalo mass increases from left to
right and different lenses are shown across the rows. The (y, x) coordinates of each subhalo are confined to the 2D grid-cell via uniform

priors and the inferred values are shown by black crosses. The true subhalo location is marked with a black star. The blue star shows the
DM subhalo’s maximum a posteriori inferred location for this fit. The colorbar ranges between 0 and 20 so that candidate DM subhalos

(∆ lnZBase > 10 are colored green whereas non-candidates are red.

one Voronoi cell; (ii) using the Voronoi mesh equivalent of
gradient regularization (see WD03 and Nightingale & Dye
2015) and; (iii) doing both simultaneously. The subhalo in-
ferences are as good as before. For all lenses not including a
subhalo the different source variants correctly do not favour
a subhalo, and when a subhalo is included it is recovered in
the majority of lenses. Our DM subhalo results are therefore
not sensitive to the specifics of the source analysis. This is
because a Bayesian evidence increase of ∆ lnZ > 10 corre-
sponds to a ≳ 5σ result. Changing such a large Bayesian
evidence increase via the source regularization or interpola-

tion would require a much more radical change in the priors
about how smooth galaxies are.

The final four columns of Table B3 show the overall log
Bayesian evidence values, lnZ, using the different source
variants for the lens model including a DM subhalo. These
can be compared in order to determine the optimal source
analysis. In 15 out of 16 lenses, the highest evidence source
analysis uses both natural neighbor Voronoi interpolation
and adaptive luminosity based regularization, justifying our
choice to use it in the main paper. Table B3 shows that
using adaptive regularization is more important than in-
terpolation, a result that is consistent with the findings of
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Nightingale, Dye & Massey 2018, in particular figures 6, 7, 8
and section 5, who showed that for compact sources different
regions of the source reconstruction require different levels
of regularization in order to ensure a clean reconstruction,
a result also discussed by Vegetti et al. (2014). Recently,
Vernardos & Koopmans (2022) performed a similar com-
parison of different source methods and argued in favour of
‘observationally motivated priors’ for the source regulariza-
tion. Detailed comparison is beyond the scope of this work.

B4 Mass Models Adjust Parameters To Absorb
Subhalo Perturbation

Table B4 shows the power law plus shear mass models in-
ferred directly before the subhalo search. For all datasets
without a subhalo, the inferred parameters are accurate and
consistent with the input values given in table B1. How-
ever, for certain datasets including a high mass subhalo,
offsets from the true parameter values are seen. The most
extreme example is for Lens3 with a 1010.5 M⊙ subhalo.
A density slope of γmass = 2.6520+0.0391

−0.0244 is inferred com-
pared to γmass = 2.0616+0.0767

−0.0736 for data without a subhalo
(the true value is γmass = 2.073). The magnitude of the off-
sets vary across the other datasets and across different mass
model parameters (but not the external shear parameters).
Furthermore, the offsets decrease as the input subhalo mass
is reduced. This is evidence that the PL mass model is ad-
justing its parameters to ‘absorb’ the perturbing effect of the
subhalo in certain lenses, impacting our ability to detect the
DM subhalo.

The normalized residuals of the PL model-fits to the
simulated datasets using a Voronoi mesh and annular mask
are shown in Fig. B3. The four simulated lenses run from
top to bottom, with the input subhalo mass decreasing from
left to right (the right most panel shows data without a sub-
halo). The presence of a 1010.5M⊙ subhalo creates residuals
in the majority of fits. These show characteristic features
of subhalo residuals that are localized primarily around a
single image of the lensed source near the subhalo’s true lo-
cation, marked on Fig. B3 as a black star (Vegetti & Koop-
mans 2009; Vegetti et al. 2010). There are lenses where a
1010.5M⊙ subhalo does not produce visible residuals, which
overlap with the lenses whose PL model is offset from the
true input model, reaffirming the notion that changes to the
mass model may absorb the subhalo signal. For lenses where
no subhalo is included (right columns), the residuals are con-
sistent with Gaussian noise. A lack of visible residuals does
not necessarily mean that a subhalo is undetectable, because
the source reconstruction has the flexibility to adapt its re-
construction to account for the subhalo perturbation. One
may still ultimately infer an evidence increase in the subhalo
scanning analysis because the inclusion of the subhalo im-
proves the likelihood via the regularization terms (see Suyu
et al. 2006).

The largest offsets of mass model parameters for data
with high mass subhalos are seen in Lens3 and Lens4, which
are the simulated lenses with complex and compact sources
(e.g. BELLS-GALLERY like). For more compact sources
the mass model therefore appears more able to absorb the
subhalo signal. This is consistent with the results of (Ri-
tondale et al. 2019b) who performed sensitivity mapping of
the BELLS-GALLERY lenses and noted reduced sensitivity

due to weaker constraints on the mass model parameters for
more compact sources.

The centre of PL mass models which absorb high
mass DM subhalos are also offset from their true values of
(0.0′′, 0.0′′). For example, for Lens3 with a 1010.5M⊙ sub-
halo the inferred centre is (xmass, ymass) = (0.005′′, 0.003′′)
and for Lens4 it is (xmass, ymass) = (0.002′′, 0.012′′). Both
these centres are offset from (0.0′′, 0.0′′) at 3σ confidence.
The decomposed mass models fitted in this work tie the
two dimensional stellar mass distribution to the emission of
the lens galaxy’s light, and therefore put strong constraints
on the stellar mass profile centre (as well as the ellipticity
components). This may reduce a decomposed mass model’s
ability to absorb a DM subhalo signal.
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Lens Name Subhalo
Mass

ϵmass
1 ϵmass

2 θmass
Ein

(′′)
γext

1 γext
2 ymass

(′′)
xmass

(′′)
γmass

Lens1 No Subhalo 0.0106+0.0033
−0.0029 −0.0159+0.0054

−0.0051 1.9244+0.0031
−0.0021 −0.0005+0.0015

−0.0022 0.0524+0.0080
−0.0040 −0.0000+0.0013

−0.0015 0.0005+0.0015
−0.0013 2.0725+0.1129

−0.0636

Lens1 109.5M⊙ 0.0143+0.0036
−0.0028 −0.0250+0.0049

−0.0047 1.9273+0.0044
−0.0040 0.0013+0.0019

−0.0017 0.0485+0.0066
−0.0066 0.0005+0.0016

−0.0017 0.0003+0.0010
−0.0011 2.0509+0.0997

−0.0937

Lens1 1010.0M⊙ 0.0132+0.0038
−0.0029 −0.0245+0.0046

−0.0049 1.9276+0.0046
−0.0040 0.0010+0.0022

−0.0019 0.0467+0.0066
−0.0055 0.0020+0.0017

−0.0014 0.0010+0.0012
−0.0012 2.0180+0.0972

−0.0871

Lens1 1010.5M⊙ 0.0192+0.0038
−0.0036 −0.0336+0.0043

−0.0049 1.9414+0.0042
−0.0056 0.0024+0.0021

−0.0023 0.0507+0.0060
−0.0067 0.0055+0.0015
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−0.0046 0.0119+0.0040
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Table B4. The median PDF parameter estimates with 3σ confidence intervals for the power-law + shear model fits to each simulated

lens dataset. Fits use a Voronoi mesh and annular mask and are performed directly before the subhalo detection grid-search.
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Figure B3. The lens subtracted images (left panel) and normalized residuals (data minus model divided by noise) of a power-law plus

shear model-fit without a subhalo to each simulated dataset. The lens subtracted images are for each dataset with a 1010.5M⊙ subhalo.
Panels to the right show the residuals for datasets where the input subhalo mass increases from left to right and different lenses are
shown across the rows. Fits are shown for a Voronoi mesh source reconstruction and annular masks. The true subhalo location is marked

with a black star. For certain lenses and source models, the power-law plus shear model leaves residuals in the vicinity of the subhalo.
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